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making plans today to welcome its
second national Democratic per-
sonality in a week. Senator John
F. Kennedy, nominee for President
of the United States will arrive
at Barkley field at 1:30 p. m. on
Saturday for a speech at the air-
port. Last Sunday Paducah wel-
comed Mrs. Lyndon Johneon, wife
of the vice-presidential nominee at
the airport and reception crowds
cstimated at upwards of 5000 per-
sons.
The Democratic presidential
nominee and a party of about 100
Bro. Neal To Be
New Church Of
Christ Pastor
The Broadv,.ay Church of Christ
of South ninon continues to enidy
splendid attendance at all services.
Sunday there was a good Bible
Study attendance for all the 10
a. m. classes. At 10:50 Bro. Thomas
Cosies gave a fine lesson on "Giv-
ing" at 7 p. m. Bro. John Colley.
an elder of the Oak Grove Church
of Christ, delivered a good sermon
on "Remember Thy Greater in
the Days of Thy Youth"
Prayer meeting is held each
Wednesday at 7 p m.
The church feels that it is fortu-
nate in securing the service of
Bro. Harold Need of Freed-Harde-
man as a regular minister begin-
ning Sunday week, Oct. 16.
Homemakers Annual
Day On Oct. 13
Aruival Day for the Fulton
County Homemakers will be
Thursday. Oct. 13. at the First
Methodist Church in Hickman.
Miss Vandiver will be the guest
speaker. The meeting will begin at
10 a. m.
The Chorus Fall Workshop will
be held at Radek. Rotel on Oct.
14.
Paducah Ready For Visit
Of Kennedy On Saturday
Paducah, Kentucky is feverishly —4ncluding newspaper, televon
and radio representatives--wlll
land at big Barkley Field a feo•
minutes before the speech.
Gov. Bert T. Combs * expected
to introduce Kennedy. Other datt
and national leaders, including Lt
Gov. Wilson Wyatt, will be on
hand and a huge crowd is expect-
ed
Paducah campaign leaders said
they hoped for a crowd of 25,000
or more to come potrring out of
Western Kentucky, Western Ten-
nessee. Southern Illinois and
Southeastern Missouri to see and
hear Kennedy.
The speech scheduled at May
was called off because the
field is too small to handle air-
craft of the siae the Kennedy party
Is using to sweep the nation.
Kennedy travelog in a Conveir:
the press crops and others will be
in three DC-6s, which are large
four-engine planes.
Loren Nelms
Dies Tuesday
Loren D. Nelms, 6.2, Fulton 1. C
Railroad clerk, died at 11.45 a. m
Tuesrley at Jones Hospital.
He was born April 17. 1998 in
Pulaski. Ill., son of Hiram and
Lola Walker Nelms.
W. Nelms leaves hie wife, Mrs.
Cora Sheffer Nelms; his mother,
Mtg. Lola Nelms of Fulton; two
daughters, Mr,. Joan Valentine of
Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Gloria
Stephens of Water Valley; two
sons, Billy Nelms of Fulton and
Loren D. Nelms, Jr., of Wondover.
Utah; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Root
of Pasadena, Calif.. and Mrs. Ber-
tha Sirrunons of St. Petersburg,
Fla two brothers. Herbert Nelms
of Orlando, Fla., and Marshall Lee
Nelms of Jacksonville, Fla : 12
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete. but funeral services will
probably be held Friday. Friends
may call at the Whitnel Funeral
Home here.
New TVA Substation Goes Into -
Operation Here Monday Afternoon
ON THE MAIN LINE—Mayor Milton ('ounce of South Fulton, Tenn
turns the switch that oats his city into the main line of the Tennessee
Valley Authority power system. Looking en are Jack R. Lockhart, left
assistant area superintendent of the Mayfield area. TVA and Brooks
Crockett. superintendent of the Weakiey County Municipal Electric
system, through which South Fulton is served.
At 2 p. m. Monday the me% TVA
substation located on F-ist State
Line near the Country Club Courts
went into operatiott.
Present for the occasion were
South Fulton city officials, Weak-
lev county Municipal Electric Sys-
tem officials TVA officials and
newspaper and radio representa-
tives.
South Fulton Mayor Milton
C011 nre turned on the switch,
which sent TVA current over the
city of South Fulton from the lo-
cal sub-station and the current
from the Martin substation was
cut off.
Assisting Mayor Cotmce were
Brooks Crockett. Superintendent
of WSMES. Martin, and Jack
Lockhart of the TVA office at
Mayfield.
Work was begun on the local
!substation about the fin* of July.
TVA power comes into the sub-
station over 72.000 volt lines and is
distributed by WCMES over
South Fulton on 13,000 volt lines.
When WCMES first started con-
verting the City of South Fulton
to TVA service, power was sup-
plied by Weakley County Muni-
ciple Electric Service, then later
was switched to the WCMES sub-
station at Martin.
All homes in South Fulton who
desire TVA power have been sup-
plied with that service for some
time now. With the new substation
going into operation Monday, the
mills and Siegel factory went on
TVA power. Swift and Co. have
contracted for the service also.
With the substation in operation,
if there is a break between South
Fulton and Martin, service will be
furnished from Mayfield, etc., and
there will be no interruption of
service, Mr. Crockett said.
Though the substation serves
South Fulton it is located in Ken-
tucky. on a lot owned by TVA. A
small portion of the lot has been,
and still is, used as an inter-
change point between TVA and
KU. Power exchanged by the two
big systems is measured there.
Among the others attending the
ceremony Monday afternoon were
Councilmen M. M. Matlock, Rob-
ert D. (Bobby) Matthews, Bob
McKnight and 0. L. Bushart.
Councilmen Ed Neely and Henry
Bethel weren't able to attend.
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Jaycee!! es Paint Broadcasting Booth
PICTURED from left to right--Obers Johnson. Faye Voting, Mary
Lawson, Pat, King, Frank Welch, Katherine Thompson, Patsy Butts,
and Jody Welch.
The Jayeeetes are shown above painting the broadcasting booth
which they had built at the South Fulton' Athletic Field. The Jay-
ceetteis donated the funds to have the booth built and their time to
paint the booth. This is just one of the many etvie projects which the
Jnyeeettes have done. This group of Jaycee wives not only help their
husbands on their projects, but work herd on their own. They raise
their hinds through the annual Tiny Tot Revue, selling Christmas
cords, bake sales, and other projects.
Any Jaycee wife who would like to *An this group of ambitious
wives is encouraged to contact Dean 1Pooton, the president.
Woman's Club To
Hear Mr. Warren
Speak On Friday
October means many things to
many people ... fall faslhions, fall-
ing leaves, bright blue weather.
But to the ladies of the Fulton
Woman's Club it means the be-
ginning of a busy new club year,
with a calendar replete with in-
teresting programs and projects.
Friday aft/alloys) the Woman's
Club will hold its opening meet-
ing of the year with the Junior
Woman's Department in charge of
a very timely said informative
program. The younger ladies will
present Fulton attorney, James
Warren who will speak on the
proposed call for a constitutional
convention. The proposal edit ap-
pear on the ballot in the Novem-
ber election arid Mr. Warren will
translate Into laymen's language
the various areas proposed for re-
vision on the ballot.
Mrs Nelson Tripp will be pre-
sented in a musical program and
the meeting will be presided over
by Mrs. IL V. Allison. A report of
the recent board meeting held at
Kenlake Hotel will be made to the
club by the members attending.
Industrial Corp.
To Elect Directors
The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Twin Cities
Industrial Development Corpora-
tion, for the election of directors
and the transaction of such other
business as may properly come be-
fore the meeting, will be held at
the Kentucky Utilities Auditorium
on Tuesday evening, Oct. 11, at
7:30 p m
Randall Burcham is president of
the group. The other officers are
Dr. H. W. Connaughton, first vice-
president; Warren Graham, second
vice-president; and Dr. Shelton
Owens, secretary-treasurer.
Other directors are Duke Crews,
Clyde Williams, Jr., J. B. Butte,-
worth, C. H. McDaniel and Smith
Atkins.
The directors whose term of of-
fice expires are Burcham, Graham
and Atkins.
Who Is EVE?
Haws Memorial To
Greet Visitors For
Nursing Home Day
In a recer t letter received hy
Mrs. M. W Haws who owns Haws
Memorial Nursing Home, Gover-
nor Bert Cornbs declared Sunday.
October 9, as State Nursing Home
DaV.
He said that due to the increas-
ing number of aged, the necessity
for two wage earners in each fami-
ly and the amount of attention re-
quired for their care, nursing
homes have become a vital part of
our life. The interest and help of
the public in the function of nurs-
ing homes is solicited by those in
charge; in the words of Governor
Combs, our elderly people must
not be forgotten 
Haws idelnosial Nursing Home is
a member of the Kentucky Nurs-
ing Home Association and is the
only nursing home in Fulton
County. The present census is 27
patients and their home addresses
are: Martin, Unicin City, Treze-
vane Huntington, Hickman, Obion,
Elbridge, Pilot Oak, and Fulton.
They range in age from 47 to 99.
The staff numbers 13.
Visitors are welcome at any time
by Mrs. Haws and her staff, and
especially do they hope for and
expect a large number on State
Nursing Home Day. Sunday, Oc-
tober 9.
Workshop To Be
Held At Hickman
There will be a workshop, in
conjunction with the Builders-
Contractors Development Program,
conducted by the Fulton County
Etzension Service and the Hick-
man-Fulton County RECC, or. Oct.
10 at 7 p. m in the RECC office
at Hickman.
This workship is designed to
help consolidate hte efforts of the
builders, contractors and building
material dealers to better serve
their customers and to raise the
level of housing in this ares.
G. Jenkins and Mrs. Gladys
Lickert. Housing Specialists from
the University of Kentucky, will
be present to help in this program.
They will bring with them displays
of tested and approved building
materials.
Magistrates Issue Misleading Facts To
Cover Up Loss Of State Road Money
Rural Highway Commissioner Ted Marcum said
emphatically Tuesday night that he did not recommend
to Magistrates Bert Yarbro, Jr., Jeff Darnell and Clyde
Corum that Fulton County stay out of the new highway
program for rural and secondary roads. The Marcum
statement was made to a Fulton News reporter in a tele-
phone conversation after Magistrate Clyde Corum pre-
sented a prepared statement to the News and other
county newspapers stating that Commissioner Marcum
had advised against Fulton County participating in a
new program that would have meant about $100,000 in
State money being spent by the Fulton County fiscal
court, with the concurrence of the rural highway de-
partment.
The prepared statement, which
Mr. Comm presented to the News
was an obvious answer to a story
that appeared in this paper last
week ,although no reference was
made to that story in the state-
ment. Mr. Comm said that the
statement he presented was con-
curred in by Magistrates Yarbro,
Darnell and himself, but since it
was not signed by any of them
and since it contained misstate-
ments of fact and distortion of the
issues the News has summarily re-
fused to run it without the notar-
ized signatures of the alleged
signers.
The statement says: "Fulton
County would have to use county
road funds for down payment on
extra equipment for black topping
grading, hauling gravel, ditching
and other jobs required to keep
up the roads."
Mr. Marcum revealed that the
county would have to make a
twenty per cent down payment
on the equipment, however the
State in turn would rent that same
equipment from the counties, and
pay them a sum in rentals that
Fulton Plays Newbern Thursday,
South Fulton Host To Trezavant
Games this weekend: Fulton vs. aid the victory.
Newbern there Oct. 6: South Ful-
ton vs. Tresavant here Oct, 7. Almo kept its record unblem-Murray High virtually put ished Thursday night with a 13-6damps on the Class A regional come-from-behind triumph overtitle here Friday night when the South Fulton.
Tigers dumped the Fulton Bull- South Fulton scored in the firstdogs by a score of 34-13. period on a 12-yard pass playThe Tigers scored the three of with Don Parchman taking it over.first five times they laid hands However. Almo came back with aon the ball to gain a comfortable pass play of its own that covered21-0 half-time lead, and matched 25 yards on the second quarter.the opposition's scoring in the sec- Jimmy Perry hit Billy Robbinsond half to easily win the game. with the toes.
The outstanding combination of In the third period, Alamo Wrap-halfbacks Jimmy Rose and Charlie ped up the game, breaking 'PerryRobertson was the Tigers' dividend loose with a 20
-yard run. Dougonce again and Steve Williams, Summers scored the conversionpower-driving fullback, carried with a run after the second Alamothe ball over in two short runs to touchdown.
Rev. Beard Accepts Pastorate Of
First Christian Church Here
The Rev. William Oliver Beard
has accepted a call to serve as
minister of the First Christian
Church here.
He has been minister of the First
Christian Church in Guthrie, Ky.
for the past four years. Mr. Beard
is married and has three children
—Joe, 10, Cynthia, 9, and Law-
rence, 5 1-2 years old. The family
will move into the parsonage at
411 Eddings Street the first week
in November. and Mr. Beard's first
sermon will be at the morning
worship service Sunday, Nov. 6.
Mr. Beard received his Bachelor
of Arts Degree from Phillips
University in Enid, Okla. in 1944
and his Bachelor of Divinity De-
gree from Vanderbilt University
School of Religion in 1948. He
comes well recommended by min-
isters, professors and laymen.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Beard have
been very active in the youth
work of the church and have ser-
ved as faculty members of C. Y. S.
and Chi Rho Conferences in Ken-
tucky. He is a member of the
Masonic Lodge, Order of the East-
ern Star, Lion's Club, the P-TA,
and is assistant Scout Master,
Vice
-President of the Alumni of
Vanderbilt School of Religion a
member of the writing staff of Re-
ligion and Life, the Nashville
Tennessean, and a contributor.
The First Christian Church is
happy to have Mr. Beard and his
family come to this church and
the community.
Rev. Mr. Beard succeeds the
Rev. Charles Roe, who resigned
recently to accept the pastorate at
Russellville, Ky.
Singing Convention
To Be Held Sunday
Tim Riceville Baptist Church
.11 be host to the Fulton-Hick-
Ccunty Singing Convention
'-day, October 9. This is also the
r'-urch's annual Homecoming Day,
a big day is planned for every-
c-". Sunday School will begin at
1'7...30 A. M. and singing will get
tnecrway immediately following
ndzy School, at about 10:45
A t.--kot lunch will be served
nocn and the singing will con-
tinue in the afternoon.
Famous Singer, Hank Fort, Sends Greetings To Fulton Kin
Either the world is shrinking or
Felton people are going further
out Into the realms of fame, but
whatever the situation, the nape
of Fulton County seems to be
cropping up more and more on the
national scene in every endeavor
known to mankind. The latest "we
knew her when" phrase cropped
up this past week-end when many
Fulton Countlans viewed with in-
terest the appearance In Paducah
Sunday of Hank Fort, a national-
ly famous composer and singer
who was a member of the entour-
age of Lady Bird Johnson, wife of
the Democratic nominee for vice-
president of the United States.
A long time ago Mrs. Nell Mar-
tin Bradford called your diarist
and told her all about Hank and
the fact that Hank's mother once
lived in Hickman, Ky. arid that
Hank had many friends in Fulton
who were following with • great LADY BIRD 
JOHNSON MISS RANI WORT
deal of pride the career of this
vivacious, talented and extremely
attractive lady. When we learned
that Hank Fort would be in Padu-
cah the name somehow struck a
bell, and then when she was re-
quested to sing the song that she
composed and made famous (Put
Your Shoes on Lucy, You're A
Big Girl Now) we knew that she
was the gal that Nell Martin spoke
of so glowingly. Only thing is Nell
Martin was not explicit enough
about Hank, because we found her
all that her advance build-up in-
dicated and more.
We took Hank aside after she
"had 'em in the aisles" with that
song and told her all about what
Nell Martin had told us, and she
said that the proudest remark her
mother, a Magee, ever makes is
that she once lived in Hickman.
And in the course of the conver-
sation Hank asked about her "kin",
Doris Huddleston (Wiley) and we
were proud indeed to tell Hank
that her second cousin was strug-
gling to teach our children the
piano. It was really a wonderful
experience talking with this bund-
le of personality, and more won-
derful to know that she claims kin-
ship and a fondness for Fulton
County.
Hank actually calls Nashville
her home and that's where her
mother is living. but she has an
apartment in Washington where
she is right hi the middle of every
activity of that gray and busy city,
Hank has written two songs for
the Democratic Campaign one es-
pecially for Lady Bird Johnson
and the other for the Kennedy-
Johnson team. Both are catchy,
toe-tapping tunes and they'll be on
the lips of every American, re-
gardless of party, by the time
Continued on Page Six
would pay out the equipment in a
short time. Moreover, the Stati
would furnish labor, fuel, gravel
and supplies under the new pro-
gram, instead of the county having
to buy those essentials as errone-
ously stated in the alleged Magis-
trates' statement.
In discussing the statement with
Mr. Corum he expressed some dis-
pleasure at not being invited to the
meeting in Frankfort when Com-
missioner Marcum presented the
new program to County Judge J.
C. Bondurant, C. D. Edwards and
Dr. Ward Bushart. It was this dis-
pleasure that motivated Magis-
trates Yarbro and Corum to make
a special trip to Frankfort for
what the statement said was "to
get information from Commission-
er Marcum." It was reliably re-
ported to the News that when the
Magistrates were briefed on the
new program they asked to have it
put into effect in this county and
then it was too late,
The statement presented to the
News said that "County AttorneyJames Arnberg advised that FiscalCourt riot go into the new pro-gram this year but see how it
worked out in other counties."
In discussing the statement at-
tributed to Mr. Arnberg the coun-
ty attorney told the News: "I do
not recall advising the court not
to accept the program. Actually I
have not gone into the program
deep enough to advise them one
way or the other. I do recall dis-
cussing the matter with at least
two of the magistrates and I told
them substantially the same thing
. . . that I did not know enough
about the program and it was my
personal opinion that maybe we
should see how other counties
came out with it (the program)
before we went into it."
Commissioner Marcum stated in
the telephone conversation that
maintaining county roads under
the new program would be at least15 to, 20 per cent cheaper than the
manitertruler which, these roads
arts atm being maintained. He
pointed out that this saving couldbe utilized to step up the rural and
liecondary road maintainances.
The statement handed to the
News Tuesday set forth the roadsin Fulton County that had been
"blacktopped, or graded, or drain-
ed," yet it failed to mention that
the county monies spent on these
roads were largely supplemented
by State and Federal funds.
IF. C. H. S. CHATTERBy Martha Earl Cox
Before relating to you the pres-
ent state of Weirs at F, C. H. S.,
let us first take the opportunity to
thank this paper for the privilege
of sharing our news with our
friends in Fulton.
As school has been in progress
for almost six weeks, things have
about simmered into a smoothe
routine We were glad to make the
acquaintance of our new principal,
Mr. Tom Johnson, who came to us
from Puryear, Tennessee. Ralph
Puckett, Industrial Arts, and Le-
land Clark, Math and business,
who join our teaching staff.
The senior class consisting of
sixty-three members have chosen
Charless Murphy, President; Ken-
neth Vowel!, Vice
-President; Mar-
tha Caldwell, Secretary; and Joyce
Hall, Treasurer.
The Juniors have elected Travis
Cox, President; Charlie Terrett,
Vice
-President; Freda Williams,
Secretary and Treasurer; and
Nancy Shaw, Reporter.
• Sophomore class officers are as
follows: Freddie Barnett, Presi-
dent; Joyce Dade, Vice
-President;
June Sharp, Secretary
-Treasurer;
and Joe O'Conner. Reporter,
Abott 120 members of the Fresh-
man class have selected class of-
ficers for the year as follows:
President, Joy Kemp; Vice-Presi-
dent, Ann Marshall; Secretary,
Linda McMullin; Treasurer, Tobe
Rambo; Newspaper Reporter,
Deanna Nipp; and Annual Report-
er, Jimmy Harrison. Approximate-
ly 20 members of this class were
graduated from Western Junior
High; about 25 from Cayce Junior
High; and about 70 from Hickman
Junior High. Other members from
out of state schools have joined
the class.
The Miss Fulton County High
School Contest is slated to be held
Friday. October 21, in the school
gym. As all of the candidates have
not yet been elected, I will give
you the names of all those par-
ticipating in the contest next week.
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Did you gocrf? 'Well, I did! Of
course, you know what I'm talk-
ing about. It was Color Day on
Friday, September 23. As you
probably remember, everyone at
FHS (teachers included) had -to
wear blue and white on that day.
When I got up on Friday morn-
ing, I opened by closet door and
began my early morning ritual of
choosing what to wear. I thought
and thought, and finally decided
on a red outfit!!
Of course, I had heard about
Color Day, but it had completely
slipped my mind!
Well anyway, when I got to
school, I found out soon enough,
because before I knew it, I was
walking sheepishly down the hall
with a big "I GOOFED" button
on.
But, I wasn't the only one! No.
sir!! The other poor forgetful peo-
ple were: Stanley Jeffress, Paul
McClay, John Hunter, Pat Jones,
Bill Hancock, Douglas McAlister,
Philip Merryman, Jimmy Ma-
theney, Ladd Stokes, Kenneth
Bradley, Mikey Calliham, Jill Ed-
wards, Jimmy Green, Ward Bus-
hart, Ricky &ler, Bill Leneave,
Kenneth Allen, Jim Hinkle, Tom
Germain, Jerry Kell, Marshall
Mann, George Turner, Jerry John-
ston, and of course Mr. Robertson
and Mr. Harper!!
From The irsa 'ILmonst."
French Marches On
Language Of Love
The school has added a new
language to the curriculum this
year and ten eager students en-
rolled in the course. So if in the
next few weeks you happen to
wander into a group responding
to questions with a weak "Oui"
and after being recognized, you
are faced with "Parley-vous fran-
cais?", don't be discouraged. You
will probably think they are
"whacky" but they aren't—they're
only French students.
The French class is instructed
—by Mrs.- M. W. Hawes, a new
teacher, returning to F. H. S. after
several years absence.
Mrs. Hawes repeats phrases or
asks questions in French and the
students reply (or vice versa).
They have no cieclinson or cases to
learn, but determining the gender
of a French word presents a prob-
lem.
French is the second language
spoken by most of the people of
the world. Some of our everyday
words are French or are derived
from the French language. French
words are used in cooking and
many foods are given French
names. Also many phrases are
French.
I leave you now in a flurry of
French phrases and words.
Au Revoir
Frees The Fab "1167CKEL"
Sophomores Hit Peak
In Magazine Sales
The magazine drive came to a
close Friday, September 16, dur-
ing home room. The goal which
had been set for $2000 was not
quite reached.
The sophomore class came in
1 
first in the drive with a total of
$594.04. The junior class followed
with $466.80. The senior and fresh-
man classes were close with
$338.15 and $316.27 respectively.
As a result of the class compe-
tition, Sharrye Johnson, a sopho-
more, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Johnson, was crowned
Queen of the 1960 grid squad.
The other candidates were Judy
Copeland, junior, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. U. S. Copeland; Ophelia
Speight, senior, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Speight; and Sally
Hall, freshman, daughter of Mr.
_and Mrs. Joe Hall.
In addition to selling magazine
subscriptions, the seniors had a
candy sale, the juniors had a cake
and candy sale, the sophomores
had two candy sales, one cake
sale, and two car washes, and the
freshmen had a car wash.
In order, the eight top magazine
salesmen and their total sales are
as follows: Sharrye Johnson, soph-
omore, $159.47; Lynn Bushart,
senior, $103.37; Joyce Owens, jun-
ior, $45.92; Cleta Beggs, junior,
$45.55; Judy Copeland, junior,
$40.49; Linda Whitnel, junior, $40.-
43; Warren Nanney, junior, $36.10;
Wanda Cash, junior, $35.80.
Frew Tbe Mfg "KiNNIL"
How To Publish A Paper
By Dainty Carver
Articles ,ads, and news;
ideas, points, and views.
The way to publish a paper.
Night oil, gas, and eye strain,
headlines, cuts, and brain strain
The way to publish a PePer7
Proof-reading, rewriting, typing
boldface, lightface, and weep-
ing
The way to publish a paper!!!
Carl Hurst Improved
In Baptist Hospital
Carl Hurst, a senior and an ac-
tive student is much improved and
Is expected to be back at Fulton
High within six weeks.
Many students visited Carl Sat-
urday, September 24, before the
Kentucky-Mississippi game. He
was in fine spirits and was watch-
ing a football game on TV. Carl
was in traction and had fourteen
pounds of weight on his neck.
He has full usage of his body ex-
cept for his left arm. Carl can
move one finger and his left hand.
He enjoys all cards and hopes
everyone will write him. His ad-
dress is Room 755-M, Baptist Hos-
pital, Memphis, Tennessee.
Under Kentucky's constitu-
tion a legislator can legally so-
licit bribes from lobbyists. A
limited constitutional conven-
tion might make this practice
illegal. •
Oct. 6: Mrs. Warren Graham,
Jere Warren, Mrs. J. L Jones, Rus-
sell L. Johnson; Oct. 7: Mrs. Wal-
ter Stallins, Mrs. Charles W. Bin-
ford, Michael Cantrell, Loraine
Fields, Audrilla -Wade, Carolyn
Johns, David Cunningham, Jerry
Barnes; Oct. 8: Evelyn Hornbeak,
Russell Pitchford, Rebekah Powell,
Vava Finch, Willis Elliott; Oct. 9:
Mrs. Carl Puckett, Mrs. Frank
Beadles, Mrs L. Stubblefield, Judy
Gatewood, Phyllis Faulkner, Mrs.
Johnnie Looney; Oct. 10: Eddie
Miller, Gene Hardy; Oct 11: Mrs.
Chares W. Burrow, John A Bow-
ers, Smith Atkins; Oct 12: Malcolm
Bell, John Cavender, Mrs. Robert
Hodges, Lillie Matthews, and
Glynn Rice.
FALLS, BREAKS HIP
Mrs. Maude Elliott of the E12012
Community fell at her home and
broke her hip about 11 a. m. last
Wednesday. She was brought to
the Fulton Hospital in a Hornbeak
ambulance.
Former Resident
Killed In Wreck
Rufus L. Tegethoff of Lansing,
Mich., a former Fulton resident,
was killed in an automobile acci-
dent in Lansing Sunday.
His body arrived in Fulton
Tuesday and funeral services were
held at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home here.
The Rev. J. T. Drace of Hickman
officiated. Burial was in the Wal-
nut Grove Cemetery near here.
Mr. Tegethoff was a Korean War
veteran and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Tegethoff of Lansing, for-
merly of Fulton.
Besides his parents, he leaves
two brothers, Jerry Tegethoff of
Lansing and Charles Tegethoff of
the U. S. Army.
The Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals ruled in Gaines v. O'Con-
nell that the proposed constitu-
tional convention cannot go
beyond the twelve subjects that
will be listed on the November
ballot.
Fre= The rim "111CINNIL"
KENNEL Receives
First Place Award
Quill and Scroll each spring in-
vites its member schools to par-
ticipate in its newspaper evalua-
tion program. This service is uni-
que; it provides not only for an
annual appraisal of the school
newspaper in terms of its journal-
istic merit, but also of your stu-
dents' growth and development on
the newspaper staff in terms of
educational value.
The KENNEL was submitted
this year by Fulton High School.
It was evaluated by highly skilled
and informed judges.
Any achievement award is based
on how well the newspaper comes
to the standards set by the judges.
The KENNEL rated highly In
every respect. It received the In-
ternational First Place award with
a grade of 86.4.
The scores were based on five
points: The newspaper as a;
1. News Medium to Inform
Readers
2. Medium- to Influence Readers
3. Medium to Entertain Readers
4. Business Enterprise
5. Educational Laboratory
Suggestions were made on how
the paper could be improved upon.
These will be applied in the com-
ing issues. The judges were highly
complimentary and very thorough.
These pointers by newspaper ex-
perts should help greatly in this
year's publications.
Kentucky has the only consti-
tution that sets a limit on the
salary of public officers and em-
ployees. The low limit of $7,200
places a handicap on the state
when it sevks to hire qualined
doctors, scientists and school
administrators.
CANSTIT(TION N1101Kr4
nen Kentucky's constitut!on
WI itten in 1891, state go % -
e! nnient cost three million dol-
lars a year and provided few
services. State goernment now
costs hair% billion dollars yearly
and provides many more serv-
ices.
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PRI DAY! THE GREATEST
SIXITONEDERFIR CHEVROLET
Here's the car that reads you loud and clear
—the new-size, you-size '61 Chevrolet. We
started out by trimming the outside size a
bit (to give you extra inches of clearance for
parking and maneuvering) but inside we left
you a full measure of Chevy comfort. Door
openings are as much as 6 inches wider to
give feet, knees and elbows the undisputed
right of way. And the new easy-chair seats
are as much as 14% higher—just right for
seeing, just right for sitting.
Once you've settled inside you'll have high
and wide praises for Chevrolet's spacious new
dimensions (in the Sport Coupes, for example,
head room Is been upped as much as 2
inches, and there's more leg room, too—front
and rear). Chery's new trunk is something
else that will please you hugely—what with
its deep-well shape and bumper-level loading
it holds things you've never been able to get
in a trunk before.
Yet, generously endowed as this car is with
spaciousness and clean-etched elegance, it
holds steadfastly to all the thrifty, dependable
virtues Chevrolet buyers have come to take
for granted. Your dealer's the man to see for
all the details that make this sensationally
sensible '61 Chevy a new measure of your
money's worth.
There's never hew a trunk like it before! The floor's
recessed more than half a foot and the loading height
is as much as 104 inches lower.
*************************
INTRODUCING THE '61 CHEVY
BISCAYNE 6
the lowest priced full-sized Chevy with big-car comfort
at small-car prices!
Chevy's new '61 Biscaynea-6 or 118—give you a full
measure of Chevrolet quality, roominess and proved
performance—yet they're priced down with many OKI
that give you a lot lees1
See the new Chevrolet cars, C
1MPAI.A 4-DOOR SPORT SEDAN—one of five irnr.obts
that bring you a new measure of elegance from the m
elegant Chivies of all. The front door entrance &Iglu Li
nearly 2 inches higher.
NOMAD 9-PASSENGER STATION WAGON. You have
a choice of six Chevrolet wagons. each with a cum-sized
cargo opening nearly 5 feet across.
BM AIR 2-DOOR SEDAN, like all '61 Chevrolets, brings
you Body by Fisher newness—more front seat legroom.
Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-1UICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street Fulton Phones 311. SC
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BRAsof 111 CHAIRMAN
Announcement has been made of
The appointment of Harry T.
Brady, manager of the Kentucky
Utilities Company office at Clin-
ton, a former Fulton man, as fi-
nance chairman of the Boy Scout
annual fund drive scheduled for
Oct. 18 in Clinton.
See You In Ch-
Mr. Farmer! See A. C. Butts for your
SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING
We Have All Kinds Of Clovers And Grasses
Just Arrived! An extra-nice supply of
IMPORTED BULBS FROM HOLLAND
Narcissus. Daffodil. Hyacinth, Tulip
—Nearly all colors!
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KENTUCKY
ROAD PROGRAM
NOV. 13, 1937 - BAY 1, 1900
EGEND
HEAVY LINES - MAJOR PROJECTS
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ilLefttnekrs overall highway program from November 15. 1957 (the itste on which funds first became available from the MNbend issue) through July 1, 1960, 1. .l.oan on tile map above. Bond. state and Federal funds provided 1,440 miles of improvedIS Oesting over 1226 ro11110R. If ‘oters apprme numbs and parks bond issue on November S. the Department of HighwaysClean required.an addlUonal 9218 million in‘esUuent in new ruaos during the next three years. Federal aid will supply $160 million of
IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Holland of
Fulton are the proud parents of a
seven pound, seven ounce daugh-
ter born at 8:12 p. m., September
29, at Fulton hospital.
It would take more than 25
years to bring Kentucky's con-
stitution up to date by amend-
ments, since no amendment may
relate to more than one subject.
That is the reason a limited con-
stitutional convention is needed.
If a limited constitutional
convention is called in Ken-
tucky this November, the people
will elect 100 delegates from the
House of Representative dis-
tricts.
It takes up to firs years to
get a legal matter decided by
the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Justice delayed is justice denied,
lawyers say. A limited consti-
tutional convention would seek
a solution to this problem.
SHOW ON WORTH!
•
CHEVROLET
NEYI '61 CHEVY COB VAIR
The newest car in America: the CORVAIR 700 LAKEWOOD4-DOOR STATION WAGON.
CORVAIR 700 CLUB COUPE. Like all coupes and sedans it has
a longer range fuel tank.
CORVAIR 700 4,-DOOR SEDAN. Provision, for heating ducts
are built right into its Body by Fisher.
More space...
more spunk
and wagons, too
Here's the new Chevy Corvair for '61 with a
complete line of complete thrift cars.
To start with, every Corvair has a budget-
pleasing price tag. And Corvair goes onsfrom
there to save you even more. With extra miles
per gallon . . . quicker-than-ever cold-start
warmup so you start saving sooner. .. a new
extra-cost optional heater that warms every-
body evenly. Riding along with this extra
economy: more room inside for you, more room
up front for your luggage (sedans and coupes
have nearly 12% more usable trunk space).
And our new wagons? You'll love them—
think they're the greatest thing for families
since houses. The Lakewood.Station Wagon
does a man-sized job with cargo, up to 68
cubic feet of it. The Greenbrier Sports Wagon
you're going to have to see—it gives you up
to 175.6 cubic feet of space for you and your
things. Compare that with any other U.S.
wagon going!
Corvair's whole thrifty lineup gets its pep from
a spunkier 145-cu.-in. air-cooled rear engine.
Same rear-engine traction, same smooth 4-
wheel independent-suspension ride. See the
polished and refined 1961 Corvair first chance
you get at your Chevrolet dealer's.
Spare tire is in the rear in coupes and sedans—leaving
more luggage space up front.
Even middle-seat passengers sit pretty, thanks to
Corvair's practically flat floor.
Now in production—the GREENBRIER SPORTS
WAGON with up to tsoice as inucA room for
people and things as ordinary seasons
(shown with optional-at-extrcs.
eon third seat in position).
See the new Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dettlor's
TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street Fulton Phones 31 fiC
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With JIM PRYOR
Aqiisslawd Agfa, Oath Galva tairsid
With Jim Pryor
Fight Fire With Tools-Brains and
Fire
Last Wednesday I assisted with
a Fire Fighting School in Southern
Illinois with the Illinois Division
of Forestry. Madison Coal Co. and
the Agricultural and Forestry De-
partment of the Illinois Central
Railroad. The purpose of the
school was in protect the 336 acres
of trees we planted on Madison
Coal land this spring. It is of prime
importance to protect the planted
areas especially during the young
growing years before they make
their appearance over the top of
weeds.
I would like to relay some of the
tricks of the trade in fighting fire
that we used during the fire
school. First there are tools to be
used in fighting fire and they are:
a back pack can, that contains wa-
ter and a hand pump; a council
rake which is nothing more than
4 sections of mower blades; and a
flapper which consists of a rubber
flapper with a long handle on it,
this flapper is a valuable tool and
Is about 14 inches wide and two
feet long Other tools that are very
much used are an ax, shovel and a
cross cut saw. The rake is used
only in the woods where scratch-
ing is necessary to build a fire
line, and the flapper is used in
grass fires. If the flapper was used
in the woods there would be a
chance that the dry leaves would
blow around as you flapped and
actually spread more fire than you
would control. The rake on the
other hand would be useless in a
grass fire because it would be
tangled in the weeds and grass
most of the time.
There are three factors that keep
a fire going after it has started:
Fuel, heat, and air. The removal
of any one of these will kill the
blaze, and that is just what we try
to do in controling Mr. Fire. Water
from the back pack can help cool
the heat and the 'flapper removes
the air thus no fire. By the same
token there are three ways or
methods of controling a fire and
they are by cooling down and re-
moving the air as we have already
discussed and raking away the fuel
with the rake. Back firing is the
method used to remove fuel from
the path of the main blaze. This is
done by plowing a fire line and
starting a fire in the direct path of
the fire's main blaze. The main
purpose of a fire fighter is to get
help quickly and decide on a plan
of action and get the blaze under
control fast as possible.
Conditions are not the seine on
any two fires and rules are very
difficult to set. Fire crews should
always work closely and stay with
the back pack can as water has a
two fold purpose, it cools the
flame and also aids in sealing off
the air. Never tackle fire alone, al-
ways get your neighbors to help
out if possible. The only fire one
man has much control over is on
the end of his cigarette, and many
times this one costs millions.
CAYCE NFWS
Mrs. Clarice Bendurant
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson of
Los Angles, Calif. are visiting the
former's sister Mrs. Bessie Camp-
bell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Covington
spent last Monday and Tuesday in
Huntsville, Ala. with relatives,
Mrs. Gertie Tassaway, sister of
Mrs. Covington, reutrned home
with them for a visit with them
and her sister, Mrs. H. E. Smith,
Sr.
Mrs. Pearl Graham has reutrn-
ed home after a weeks visit with
her daughter and family in May-
field, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lusk of near
Paducah, Ky. spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Lurline
Lusk.
Mrs. E. W. Bethel of Fulton
spent the weekend with her moth-
er, Mrs. Bessie Allen and her son,
Danny.
PERMANENT COVER
Any farmer who diverts crop-
land to permanent cover under a
Conservation Reserve contract is
protected in his cropland and acre-
age allotment history for an addi-
tional period equal to the period
the land was under contract,
Chairman C. C. Vaughn of the
Obion County Agricultural Stabili-
zation and Conservation commit-
tee said today.
Previously, these acreages have
been protected only for the life of
the Conservation Reserve. Doubl-
ing of this period is provided un-
der a new law passed at the re-
cent sedation of Congress and sign-
ed by the President in September.
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We dor0 propose to label our-
selves experts on foreign affairs, but
two things that have come to our at-
tention during the past week, put to-
gether, don't add up to much sense.
You can probably name more,
yourselves, but look at this:
Last week a good friend of ours
from out of State — a Banker, large
landowner and presently an elected
official—sent us a sheet containing
the names of 88 foreign countries, tak-
en from the Congressional Record, to
which the United States has paid the
staggering total of $124,647,310,000.00
since 1946 out of our personal income
tax money to build them machinery,
plants and materials so they could get
"on their feet."
Our correspondent maintains that
"Senators, Congressmen and Bureau-
crats have pulled the greatest financ-
ial fraud on the people of this nation
that has been pulled on any people in
the written history of the world", and
while he may be a little overlyvehe-
ment, the list is something to ponder.
A few samples:
Argentina   $ 132,784,000.00
Brazil  1,168,857,000.00
Burma  26,498,000.00
Cambodia  121,513,000.00
Chile  243,838,000.00
China 3,893,025,000.00
Cuba  - 66,351,000.00
Czechoslovakia ____ _ 223,714,000.00
England  37,571,843,000.00
Germany (East) ____ 17,342,000.00
Germany (West) ___ 5,121,367,000.00
Greece 1,906,609,000.00
India  1,198,429,000.00
Italy 3,461,901,000.00
Japan  3,543,390,000.00
Laos  152,695,000.00
Peru  
 
 
176 567,000.00
Soviet Union 11,464,109,000.00
Sweden _ 112,109,000.00
Thailand 124,045,000.00
U. of S. Africa 151,186,000.00
Vietnam 830,531,000.00
(66 more we haven't listed)
The point that our friend was
making was that here we furnished
these 88 countries over a hundred and
twenty-four billion dollars out of our
income tax to get them "on their feet"
and now they're selling their produc-
tion in competition with us.
In Monday's Courier - Journal
comes the story that "U. S. military
aid to Laos has been suspended 'be-
cause the situation is so confused that
we have not been sure who is respon-
sible for anything', the Pentagon's di-
rector of military assistance said last
Saturday."
The story continued: "The United
States has equipped, clothed, fed and
paid Laos' 30,000-man army; instruc-
tors in civilian clothes have instructed
Laotians how to use U. S. military
equipment."
As a matter of fact a look at the
list above shows we have spent a hun-
dred and fifty-two million dollars of
our tax money on Laos since 1946.
What has it gotten us . . . any-
thing permanent? With civil war now
raging in Laos, we wonder.
We wonder what good that sixty-
six million dollars did in Cuba. We are
beginning to wonder about a lot of
this tax money that is spent like water
all over the world.
Perhaps we should all start ex-
amining the matter a little closer It's
your money and ours, and it might
just as well be buying us new cars
every year as being thrown away
overseas. And even to those countries
who may be using it intlligently, this
"dole" can't go on forever nor does it
have any right to.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
So You Want Security
By Genevieve Blatt
Young men and women looking
for jobs today are not interested only
in salary or in 'white collar" jobs.
What they all want to know is whe-
ther or not they will get automatic
promotions, what fringe benefits they
can expect, and how much security
they will have.
If they are planning marriage, in-
come and even prestige mean relative-
ly little to today's young people. Rath-
er they seek a regular income with in-
surance benefits to protect them
against accidents, illness or any other
emergency. They want a college edu-
cation for their children guaranteed.
THE DESIRE for security is per-
fectly normal and nataral, just as per-
fectly normal and natural as the de-
sire for happiness. But to expect se-
curity is an unhealthy preversion of
a normal and natural desire. The se-
curity cult is an unwholesome one and
has all too many devotees.
Don't expect security in this
world, any more than you expect con-
tinuous happiness. Security, like com-
plete happiness, is something you can
have only with God in Heaven.
YOU ASK: "What's wrong with
a secure job? Why shouldn't we de-
mand automatic raises? Is it wrong to
insist on being sure of two cars in
every family garage and scholarship
money for the kids?"
I ANSWER: "Go ahead. Want
these things. But never really expect
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them. And never forget that, in the
long run, thy don't really count. Even
if you get them they will not fully
satisfy you.
What does Christ have to say
about this?
HE PROMISED peace and life
everlasting to those who followed
Him. . . But never did He promise se-
curity in this world even to the holiest
and best of his disciples. Search the
Gospels from beginning to end. You
will never find a single instance in
which our Lord guaranteed security
for even the most heroic Christian be-
havior.
- If the word of the Master is not
enough for us, what does our own rea-
son and experience tell us about it.
Have you ever known a completely
secure prson? Evn if it were possible,
a completely secure life would be in-
tolerably boring.
PUT YOUR trust in God. Live so
that you may truly be secure some
day with Him in Heaven. Don't look
for security here. Look instead for
your mission in life. Ask God to make
it clear to you, and to give you the
strength to be faithful to it. Do your
job. Trust in God.
God strengthens those people
who take up their cross and follow
Him. They have found true security,
security in God. It is not the security
which this world prizes, but it is the
only security that really counts—the
eternal kind that lasts for always.
May God help all of us to find it!
"A MAN CAN DO.
•
IS
A man can do what he ought to
do; and when he says he cannot, it is
because he will not.
—James Anthony Froude
Whatever it is your duty to do,
you can do without harm to yourself.
—Mary Baker Eddy
'Tis not what man does which ex-
alts him, but what man would do!
—Robert Browning
Do your duty on time all the
time!
—Manfred Pakas
'Tis deeds must win the prize.
—William Shakespeare
*STRICTLY, BUSINESS by McF•atters
ltstasiod me to watch the headlines tomorrow!"
FROM THE FILES:—
 IMP
Turning Back The Clock—
Oct. 4, 1940
Fulton County's board of elec-
tion commissiopers, composed of
Sheriff 0. C. Henry, Claude Owens
and George N. Hester, met recent-
ly for the purpose of appointing
the officers for the coming election
to be held Tuesday, Nov. 5.
"The Prisoner at the Bar," a
highly dramatized court trial, tell-
ing the story of the tragedy of re-
peal under the present liquor set-
up, will be presented at a num-
ber of places over the county next
week, under the auspices of the
Dry Forces of the County, cooper-
ating with the Educational Depart-
ment of the Anti-Saloon League
of Kentucky.
Seven persons were injured,
four seriously, when two automo-
biles collided about 10:30 last Fri-
day night on the Fulton-Union
City highway.
Those injured were Charles
Adams, Union City, driver of the
car, cuts and severe bruises and
chest injuries; Will Murray Hud-
son, Union City, badly injured
pelvis; Joseph Roberts, Union City,
bruises and deep cuts on hands;
William Souders, Brookport, Ill.,
driver of the northbound car, dis-
located hip, crushed right knee,
cuts and bruises; T. E. Vaseeur.
Paducah, crushed face and broken
ribs; W, J. Wilson, Paducah, dis-
located hip; Harry McGehee;
Brookport, slight cuts and bruises.
Welch High School's Annual
Field Day is being held today, with
the pogam beginning at 9 o'clock.
The program includes athletic
contests, a baby show, a horse
show, basketball games and a four
act play.
K. P. Dalton has been named as
Democratic chairman for the east
end of Fulton county, consisting
of Fulton, Crutchfield, Wolberton,
Cayce, Palestine, Riceville and
Jordan.
around town with
Ouida Jewell
For some time now I have been
reading about a new "Listening
Service", which has been inaugur-
ated in some of the larger cities
over the country, and I think that
it is a wonderful idea.
The service is free to everyone,
and works in this manner. A per-
son, or group of persons, is avail-
able at any time to listen to the
problems of others.
The idea behind this service is
that many of our problems dis-
appear, after we have discussed
them with someone—just anyone
who will listen and understand.
Different things upset different
people. A problem that one per-
son would laugh off can drive an-
other person insane. Lots of people
drink when they are bothered
about something and have no one
to talk to about their problems.
When people are in trouble. they
usually don't think straight, and
In their mind their problem
grows. If there is someone to talk
to who will understand, in most
instances things can be set right.
You say, why not tell your trou-
bles to your parents, your close
friends,,, or your pastor?
Well, at seems that when people
have troubles, they don't want
those closes to them to know.
That's where the "Listening Ser-
vice" is of great help. And, your
troubles are kept confidential by
the "listener".
There are many people with al-
coholic problems—a very big prob-
lem indeed. There is a very good
organization, the AA, which helps
such people, but there are so many
who will not admit to themselves
that they are alcoholic, and don't
want to be associated with the
group, either. So, they go along,
struggling alone, with their prob-
lem. Many try to stop drinking,
but when they are with friends
who drink, when things go badly,
or when they get lonesome or up-
set, they take another drink, and
another. Then, they have more
problems, than before.
Many a drink would not be tak-
en if the person had had someone
to talk with—to tell his, or her,
troubles to, or to just talk about
anything until what's troubling
him is erased from his mind.
Many suicides could be prevent-
ed if only the person, whose mind
is bothered, had 'ought out some
understanding person and told his
troubles to.
Not too long ago, a young boy
was falsely accused of a crime and
arrested. The few people he knew
in the town were the last people
on earth he wanted to know that
he was in trouble. The scared boy
was taken into custody by officers
who didn't know him and he spent
a night in jail. Just by chance.
those few people he knew, learned
of his trouble and went to his res-
cue. Unknowning to him, they
were also his friends. They were
able, with very little trouble, to
prove his innocence and charges
against him were dropped.
See what I mean, by people in
trouble being scared for their best
friends to know—even though they
may be innocently accused?
Well, anyway. I think that the
new "Listening Service" is a wop-
derful ideal And, for a long time I
have wished that there were some-
thing that I could do worthwhile.
Now. I have decided to have my
own free "Listening Service". I
think that I am well qualified for
the job, that sorneone who haa had
problems of their own, better un-
derstand the problems of others
and is more willing to help, if pos-
sible, than someone who has been
fortunate enough to live a very
smooth life.
So, if you are one of these peo-
ple who needs someone to talk to
about any type of problem, pick
up your telephone and call 177, or
come by to see me at my home at
315 Carr Street. There's usually a
solution to every problem, and it
never seems as badly after it has
been told to an understanding
person.
Boy Scout Troop 42 will have
a spaghetti supper on Oct. 27, the
night of the South Fulton-Fulton
football game. The supper will be
in the South Fulton cafeteria and
serving will be from 5 to 7:30 p. m.
Tickets are $1.00 for adults and
50 cents for children 12 and under.
Come early. find a good parking
place, eat, than go to the game.
I understand that Kellena Dur-
bin has started back to school. She
is taking a shorthand and typing
course at Martin.
Members of the Fulton-South
Fulton Business and Professional
Women's Club attended church to-
gether at the First Christian
Church Sunday, in observance of
National Business Women's Week.
Speaker for the occasion was Dud-
ley Morris, who made an interest-
ing talk on his recent trip to the
Holy Land, Egypt, Turkey and
Greece.
Our friend and co-worker. Ed-
mond Khourier, informed us this
week that his popcorn business
down on Lake Street, needs some
advertising. So, the next time you
go to town, buy a bag of Edmond's
corn. It's delicious.
The saddest folks in Fulton Sat-
urday were Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Rushton and Miss Mary Kate Pew-
itt. Their dog, a member of the
family for the past 10 years. passed
away. The funeral and burial were
held in the back yard at the Rush-
ton home and the pet's grave was
covered with beautiful wreaths of
flowers. We extend our sympathy
to the family.
7"1ANSWERS
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BY WILLIAM E SCENT
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
Q. What changes are being made
in Kentucky's tax structure be-
sides the adoption of the sales tax'
A. Since Kentucky now has a
gales tax, some of our other taxes
have been lowered, some repealed,
and others changed.
Q. Which taxes have been re-
pealed?
A. All state occupational license
taxes, with the exception of the
cigarette wholesalers' license tax.
were repealed.
Q. Does this mean that those
who sell cigarettes, ice cream, etc
are no longer required to purchase
a Kentucky license'
A. Yes, as far as the state is con-
cerned, but this does not apply to
any license required by a city; and,
the fiscal court of each county was
given the authority to require li-
censes to sell ire cream. sett
drinks, and cigarettes at retail or
to operate a restaurant, pool hall
or bowling alley.
Q. Which taxes have been re-
duced'
A. Cigarette tax, bank deposit
tax and the personal income tax.
Q. How much was the reduction
in the cigarette tax?
A. It has been reduced from Sc
to 2 1-2c per pack.
Q. How much was the reduction
in the bank deposit tax?
A. The bank deposit tax was re-
duced from 61.00 per $1,000 de-
posit to one cent per $1.000 de-
posit.
Q. How much was the reduction
In personal income tax?
A. The personal income tax
credits were increased from $13
each to $20 each and the income
surtax was removed, both effective
January 1, 1960. Thus, a family of
six with a $5.500 annual income,
If they use the standard deduction,
would be required to pay $47 in-
come tax under our present rater'.
Under the new rates this name
family_ using the same standard
deduction would rot be required
to pay any Kentucky income tax.
Q. What taxes have been chang-
ed? -
A, Prior to July 1, 1960, Ken-
tucky had selected sales taxes on
certain items. It was necessary to
make adjustments when the sales
tax became effective to avoid un-
fair taxation. For example, the sale
of a new automobile is subject to
Kentucky's 3 per cent motor ve-
hicle usage tax. The sale is there-
fore not subject to the sales tax.
Utility charges were subject to a
tax. The utilities gross receipts tax
tax. The uthities gross receipts tax
was removed and all utility charg-
es are subject to the sales tax.
The proposed constitutional
Ivoition is limited to 12 sub-
jeca so the convention can con-
fute its attention to modernis-
inz the state government with-
out ehans;ng its fundamental
philosoehy.
AT YOUR SERVICE (EIGHT In A Series)
Jim Clark and His Ken-Tenn Trio
If you haven't listened to the Jim Clark Show each after-
noon on Radio Station WFUI, we're here to tell you you're miss-
ing the most sparkling bit of music. conversation and entertain-
ment in these parts. From 3:05 until sign-off. Jim Clark
presides at WFUL's control board and we want to tell you that
even the most discriminating radio listener says that Jim Clark
does a wonderful lob.
Jim Clark is another home-town fellow that WFUL hap em-
ployed right out of school to do part-tIme work at the stenos..
.11m sort of "bung around" WFUI., for a long time trying to cat
on to the inner workings of the station and of course when the,,,
opening came for part-time work we decided to give him ic
chance.
He was a junior in high school when he was called into the
office and asked if he'd like to try his hand at radio announcing
and to say that he jumped at the chance is the understatement
of this department. Being a rather young lad, and he still is, (a
senior now) we talked to him straight from the shoulder about
his responsibilities to our listeners and our advertisers and he
certainly took them to heart. Jim reads a_commercial unusually
well, and when it comes to the manner in which he presents his
musical selections he's sounding more like an old pro every day.
Se it is with great pride that all of us at WM. point to Jim
and his Ken-Tenn trio for having been selected in the Mid-
South Talent Show to appear on the Ted Mack, national TV
talent show.
Make a note to listen to Jim today and you'll see why we
think he's a mighty fine disc Jockey.
RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial 104.9 On Your FM Band
PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.
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Frew The RS "KENNEL"
Five Additions Made To Faculty
New Teachers From Far and Wide
Mrs. Mike Hernon
The Fulton High School
has a new director this year,
Mike Hernon.
Mrs. Hernon, who was born in
Owensboro, Kentucky, received
her bachelor of music education at
Murray State College and her mas-
ter of music degree from the Uni-
versity of Miami.
Besides being a member of the
A Cappella Choir, she played first
trumpet in the Murray State Band,
Murray State Orchestra, and Brass
Choir.
While attending the University
of Miami. Mrs. Hernon played first
trumpet in the Womeris Symphony
of Miami, University of Miami's
Symphony, and the Hollywood
Symphony Orchestra.
In addition, Mrs. Hernon was
president of Delta Lambda Alpha
(honorary grades) and Sigma
Alpha Iota. She was vice-president
of Lambda Iotcu Tau (language)
and a member of Kappa Delta Pi
(honorary education).
She did her student teaching at
Mayfield High School.
Jackson.'
Band 
' Mr. Jackson was born February
1, 1934 in Murray, Kentucky.
He attended Murray High School
where he was president of his
Coach Chester Caddas
Fulton High's new head coach,
Chester Caddas, comes from Wag-
gener High School in Louisville
where he was assistant football
and basketball coach. He was also
the head golf coach.
Mr. Caddas, a native of Martin
Tennessee, graduated, from Martin
High in 1952. He received his B. S.
degree from Murray State College
in 1957 and his M. A. degree from
Indiana University this year. Upon
graduation from Murray he was
assistant goach in football, basket-
ball, and track at Harrisburg, Illi-
nois.
His former head coach, Martin
Delm, of Waggoner High has this
to say concerning Me- Caddas:
"Chester is one of the finest young
coaches that I have met. He has
been a great addition to our staff.
His untiring interest and devotion
to young people is admirable.
Mrs.
Mrs. Sandra McKnight
The new math teacher at Fulton
High is Mrs. Sandra McKnight.
She teaches algebra I. plane geom-
etry, algebra II, trigonometry, and
physics.
Mrs. McKnight is the wife of
Mac McKnight, coach at Martin
High School. She attended school
at the University of Miami, and in
Tennepsee. She was a member of
Alpha Delta Phi. • social sorority.
Though she has taught at larger
schools in Miami and Memphis
she says that she likes teaching in
a small school,
Mrs. M. W. Haws
Mrs. M. W. Haws, one of the
new teachers this year. is teaching
one completely new course and one
that had been discontinued for •
few years remedial reading and
first year French in addition to her
regular Latin and math classes.
She had previously taught
French and Latin in the local sys-
tem. Last year she taught math in
the Fulton Jr. High but has return-
ed to High School to fill the port
vacated by A. J. Lowe.
Mrs. Haws attended the Chevy
Chase School for Girls in Washing-
ton. D. C. At Vanderbilt University
she was affiliated with the Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority. She recevied
her B. A. and U. A. degrees from
Peabody College. Mrs. Haws ma-
jored in music and languages. She
is a member of Kappa Delta Pi,
honorary scholastic fraternity and
Delta Kappa Gamma, national
honor society for Women Educat-
Ore.
Mr. Charles Jackson
Fulton High School's new com-
merce teacher is Charles Bradford
tem ra. rna "1111".
Industrious Seniors
Enjoy Work, Profit
Elaine Beggs, a Fulton High sen-
ior, operates her own beauty shop
at her home on Pearl Street. She
has just recently put in the beauty
shop with three dryers and one
dresserette. Her schedule Is busy,
since she works every afternoon
after school and all day Saturday.
Elaine took her beauty course
at Romy's Beauty School in Union
City, Tennessee, and then had to
pass the State Board in Nashville
to become a beauty operator. She
worked at Ann's Beauty Shop in
South Fulton a year before putting
in her own shop.
When asked about her job she
said, "I've learned how to meet
people and I would like to make
hair styling my profession."
Larry Sullivan, also • senior, is
employed at Merryman's Grocery
by Mrs. Garland Merryrrutn.
He not only delivers groceries,
but waits on customers, puts up
stock and keeps the vegetable rack
and the meat counter clean.
Working hours for _Larry are
every afternoon and every Satur-
day, which keeps him pretty busy.
He said," I like my job very much,
especially for the spending mon-
eY."
asse-nesee
Complete Line
Eleartng Aid Batteries
keir all makes of heartag aids3
vial( mar Hearing Aid
went at your find opportunity.
C. (TY DRUG CO.
OA Lake Street name
'A Short Drive Pays OW
Union City, Tennessee
If you are shopping for quality lead-
ing Brand Name Furniture,
Lamps, Carpets Draperies and ac-
cessories, put us on your shopping
list. You will enjoy browsing around
in our big comfortable store.
ASK FOR
Our Special Kentucky Prices.
Frew The mai
Former Murray Quarterback Harper
Assists Coach In Grid Backfield
Perhaps you've already noticed
the new student teacher roaming
the halls during his free periods.
Well, he is Wade Harper, who as-
sists both Coach Caddas and Coach
Caldwell with the football team.
He is twenty-six years of age and
hails from Cairo, Georgia. He at-
tended Florida State University
but spent the last three years at
Murray State. He was active in
sports including football and track.
In the latter, he was most inter-
ested in pole vaulting and the 100
yard dash. Because of his experi-
ence as both a quarterback and a
halfback in football, he has been a
great asset to our team.
I'm afraid, howevre, we'll lose
this good looking new teacher
around the first of November, but
until then, we'll be seeing Plenty
of Mr. Harper around school.
By the way girls—he is still
single and his phone number be
140.
Student teacher Harper sits on the
steps after being awarded his "I
Goofed" button.
?rem The VMS "ILLIOITL"
FHS Admits 185 Pupils
On Tuesday, August 30, 1960,
Fulton High School opened its
doors once more, to admit 185 stu-
dents.
The classes range from a high
of 55 in both the freshman and
sophomore classes, to 46 in the
senior class, and finally down to
the small junior class, with 29
members.
See Yoe In Church
new The THE -KENNEL"
Homerooms Change:
Students Go Psycho
Changing some of the home-
rooms around F. H. S. has led to
some confusion. In this article
we hope to clear up the trouble.
The freshmen girls and boys are
in the study hall together. This
could lead to something. Mrs. De-
Myer is the girls teacher, and Mr.
Robertson is the boy's teacher.
The sophomore girls and boys
have the same rooms, as last year.
but Mrs. McKnight is the boy's
teacher!! The girls have Mrs. Rice.
They will probably run her wild.
The junior girls are where the
senior boys were last year. They
worship the seats they sit in. On
top of that, Mr. Jackson is their
teacher. The junior boys have the
NOTICE: Car Owners! :
BUY YOUR SEAT .
COVERS at
S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free
Dale Breeden,
Prop.
'Fourth Street Phone 58
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same room, with Miss Martin as We have complete stockstheir teacher.
The senior boys are where the
junior girls used to be. Mrs. Haws
is their teacher. (Luck to her)
The senior girls have the same
room with Mrs. Bennett as their
teacher.
Even with all the changes, I
think everybody is satisfied.
Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
"et four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.
Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machhtes
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 701 FULTON
Fifth 
Pint 
$5.40
$3.40
% Pint  $1.70
Hiram Walker Sees, me.
Peer's, Mimi
r7i-TA"- FIO NTIA C Is OUT TO DAY 1'
/th A// Pontiac!
an a new Wide-"Macki
New track-to-body proportion! The track is the width between the
wheels. Pontiac is the only Wide-Track car. Body width is reduced,
shaving side overhang, balancing more weight between the wheels.
Best relationship of body width to wheel width ever tailored. Lean
and sway are ancient history.
Announcing the new Pontiac Trophy V-8 Engine! We've improved
the engine the experts said was perfect. New fuel induction system
saves gas by using more air in the gasoline mixture. This makes the
engine breathe more efficiently, giving you better acceleration.
Eleven versions to choose from. Horsepowers range from 215 to
348. For best economy, specify the Trophy Economy V-8. Its lower
compression ratio lets you use regular gas.
•
More headroom, legroom, footroom for greater comfort! You'll take
great comfort in the extra roominess we've built into the '61 Pontiac.
Seats are higher, yet there's more clear-
ance beneath the steering wheel and
more hatroom over your head. There is
more legroom, more footroom. Doors
are wider and designed to swing open
farther. The more highway you put
behind you (Pontiac specializes in this) THE ONLY
the more you'll appreciate the new
room that's all around you in this sleek
new '61.
WIDE-TRACK CAR!
Body width trimmed to reduce side
overhang. More weight balanced be-
tween the wheels. No other car hugs
the road with such sure-tooted sta-
bility and precision.
ISN'T THIS YOUR BIG YEAR FOR A WIDE-TRACK' PONTIAC? FT A.. POIV77ACI
BONNEVILLE • STAR CHIEF • VENTURA • CATALINA
ON DISPLAY NOW AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTiAC DEALER
 SEW TIM VICTOR SOROS SHOW TONIGHT! *50-TV! 
KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 W. State Line South Fulton, Tenn
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The News reports your - - - 1
Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Continued trots Page Ons
Hank gets around these United
States.
Flying into Frankfort after the
tea at Paducah on Sunday several
of the passengers of that giant
Convair, the Lucy B., were tired
and more than one passenger took
a dim view of air travel. It was
Hank who stood up in the aisle
and told everybody to take off
their shoes, relax, hum a bit and
the first thing you know she had a
bridge game going among the pas-
sengers.
Even if Hank hadn't had those
Fulton connections we would have
had no trouble feeling that we had
known her all of our lives arid that
goes for nearly everybody who
meets her for one fleeting moment.
At the Governor's Ftesicteree at a
reception in honor of Mrs. John-
son on Sunday night we were
visiting around with the guests
and gradually we saw them going
into the ball room and join the
others huddled around the piano.
It was just as we thought. . there
was Hank at he keyboard and
leading in the clapping, singing,
and happy crowd. If we were to
use a modern day term in the ver-
nacular of the teen-agers we would
say that Hank "sent 'em."
The next morning we were all
told to be at the airport at eight
sharp for the flight to Louisville
for another reception for Lady
Bird and for Mrs. Joseph Ken-
nedy, who had arrived the night
before. You'd think that maybe
Hank had run down and would be
a little tardy . . . not so! When
we went into the dining-room a
little on the "bushed" side there
was Hank bright as a dollar and
entertaining everybody and mak-
ing them glad they got up that
morning.
Lady Bird Johnson did a good
day's work when she invited Hank
to travel on the campaign trail
with her. Lady Bird will never
know a dull moment, never have
the opportunity to get tired, and
surely she'll never have a blue
moment in her travels about the
campaign, in the event she might
have
That's the Hank Fort we met.
who is proud to say that she loves
Fulton and its people.
The Pierce-Harris Club met last
Wednesday in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bushart. The
president called the meeting to
order with the reading of the club
creed, Miss Ruby Giffin led the
group in singing "Work for the
Night is Coming."
Mr. Richard Ferguson gave the
devotional thoughts from 1 Cor-
inthians, chapter 13, and led in
prayer.
Project leaders gave their re-
port Lunch was served to 20
members and five visitors.
Miss Cora Livingston discussed
"Foods and Fitness." Mrs. L. D.
Allen led the group in a contest.
The club will meet in October
with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Faulkner.
The Welfare Workers Demon-
stration Club met in the lovely
home of Mrs. Ora Golden Wednes-
day, Sept. 28. Mrs. Frank Parrish
called the meeting to order. Thel-
ma and Estell sang a special num-
ber. "How Great Thou Art".
Mrs. Roy Watts gave the devo-
tional, and Mrs. Harold Muzzell
read the club creed. The roll call
was answered with short cuts in
sooking. There were 13 members
and.three visitors, Mrs. Thomas
Bruce, Miss Thelma Golden and
little Susan Watts, present.
The minutes were read by Mrs.
Lorenzo Palmer. The treasurer's
report was given by Mrs. Lon
Watts. and old and new business
was discussed. The project leaders
were Mrs. Roy Watts, gardening;
Mrs. Roy Nabors. clothing; and
Mrs. Harold Muzzell, craft.
Mrs. Frank Parrish was in
charge of the recreation, and Mrs.
Harold Muzzell was the winner.
Delicious refreshments of pimento
sanawiches, cake and punch, were
served the group.
The next meeting will be held on
Oct. 26 at 10:30 a. m. in the home
of Mrs. Roy Nabors.
Lana s! ottni
•••••• The••••••
Newest of All for
Newest styles!
REVERE
SWEATERS
A good line of
staple-style
Sweaters, Vests
Men's Fall Slacks
Wool, Dacron, Wash & Wear
$6.95 UP
A complete line of
Men's Fall Hats
by Knox and Champ
BY "ALLIGATOR"!
TRENCH COATS
RAIN COATS
SPORTS COATS
TOP COATS
$12.95. UP
Men's Snits
Prices start at $29.95
Come in and see um
for your
FALL NEEDS!
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street Fulton
ALL SMILES FOR A FINE MEETING are these
ladies who attended the State Board meeting of Wo-
men's Clubs at Kenlake Hotel last week.. Left is
right are: Mrs. C. B. Morgan, State President of
Leitehfield: Miss Chloe Gifford. Immediate past
st.m. deal ot the National Federation; Mrs. Hendon
'1. Fulton, chairman of the Kentucky Fedora-
carno.Ptee on National Affairs and Civil De-
and Mrs. W. B. FraTier, Immediate past 'weed-
- .9 tile Kentucky Federation.
Engagement Of Linda Lou Kimbell
To John Lawson Jackson Announced
MISS LINDA LOU KEMBELL
Mr. and Mrs. Jamee Kimbell,
Route One, Wingo. Kentucky are
announcing the engagement of
their daughter, Linda Lou, to
John Lawson Jackson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Jackson, Route
3, South Fulton, Tennessee.
Miss Kimbell is a graduate of
Fulgham High School in the class
of 1958 and Mr. Jackson is a
graduate of South Felton High
School in the class of 1957. Miss
Kimbell is employed at the Fulton
Hardware & Furniture 'Company
and Mr. Jackson is employed by
Standard Oil Company here.
Wedding plans are being made
for November 27, 1960.
Meanest Thief
Al Work Again
The meanest thief on earth is
at work again in the Fulton
area.
Back about three years ago.
flowers from several graves in
the vicinity were stolen. Back a
few months ago, the same thing
happened. Then, just recently
thieves stole all the flowers and
containers from the grave of a
well-known Fulton Country
man. This grave is located in
country cemetery.
Now, Saturday night, the
thieves struck again. stealing all
flowers from the grave of a wo-
man buried last week in a Ful-
ton cemetery.
As of yet, no arrests have
been made.
Bennett Homemakers
To Meet Friday
Bennett Homemakers will meet
this Friday, Oct. 7, at 10:30 a. m.
with Mrs Wales Austin. Members
are asked to please note that this
is a change from the regular meet-
ing date.
The major lesson, making tote
bags, will be the first thing in the
morning.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT MEETS
The First meeting of the year
for the Music Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club will be held
Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 7:30 p. m. at
the club borne.
HAS HEART ATTACK
Frank Gibbs, employee at the
Keg, suffered a heart attack while
at work this afternoon about 3
He was rushed to Fulton Hospital
in a Hornbeak ambulance.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.
GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
Wiseman Has Leg
Amputated Recently
Jeff Wiseman of Memphis, for-
merly of Fulton and a retired I. C.
engineer, had his leg amputated
above the knee recently. The am-
putation of his leg was the result
of an infected toe.
He is a broher-in-law of Mrs.
L. M. Roberson and Mrs. Earl Tay-
lor of Fulton. Mr. Wiseman moved
from Fulton to Memphis in 1930.
Grissom Has Hand
Injured In Accident
S. D. Grissom of the Chestnut
Glade Community was injured
when he caught his hand in a corn
picker Monday afternoon about
3 o'clock. He was first brought to
Hillview Hospital in Fulton and
late in the afternoon he was taken
to the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
in a Jackson Brothers ambulance.
Wilkins Celebrate
Golden Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Wilkins
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary Oct. 2. with their en-
tre family attending the morn-
ing service at the First Baptist
Church.
The children entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Wilkins with a luncheon
at the Park Terrace.
Approximately one hundred and
twenty-five friends calLed during
the afternoon and the honored
couple receive,' many lovely gifts.
Out of town relative" attending
thlt celebration were Mr. and Mrs.
Xvin Gra,,am of Cayce, Mr. and
Mrs. Oraharn Wilkins Jane Filen
and David of Mayfield, Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Jones. Linda and Ron-
nie of Smithland. Mr. and Mrs. B.
W. Horton. Marinelle and Jimmy
of St. Louis and Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Gower of Detroit.
Jim Henderson
Jim Henderi-on. f-rmer Clinton
resident died Sunday in Holly-
wood, Calif.
The body was due to arrive in
Clintnn Wednesday evening. Fun-
eral arrangements have not been
made.
Mr. Henderson was the father
of the former Mary Foy of Holly-
wood and formerly of Fulton.
HOSPITAL NEWS
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in local hospitals Wed-
nesday morning.
Hillview Hospital
Mrs. Milton Counce, Mrs. W. C
Dunning, Lawrence Matthews,
Mrs. Eugene Copeland, Mrs. Roy
Nethery, Sr., Willie Lester, Met-
tle Johnson. Jessie Locket, all of
Fulton; Mrs. Jessie Walker of Pa-
ducah; Paul Bradley, Larry and
Linda Patrick of Crutchfield; Mrs.
Martha Harris of Dukedom; Cecil
Martin of Clinton.
Jones Hospital
Mrs. Flora Oliver. King Rose,
Mrs. Otis Crutchfield, Bennett
Wheeler. Mrs. S. .L. Carver, Mrs.
Chester Brinkley, George New-
bill, Mrs. James C. Croft, Mrs.
Ola Mae Norsworthy, all of Ful-
ton; Mrs. Jewell O'Rear of Clinton;
Mrs. George Griffith of Dresden.
Fulton Hospital
Mrs. W. D. Owens. Sr., Mrs.
Rosie Smith, Grirdner Whitlock,
Jerry Speight, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Burke, Mrs. Archley Hornsby,
Mrs. Billy Boland and baby, Sa-
mantha Dermings, Mrs. Leonard
Grubbs', John Baucom, Frank
Gibbs, Mrs. Clifford Peerey, W.
Chappell, Mrs. Bobby Joe Good-
win, Mrs. Ora Reed, Parker Mc-
Clure. H. E. Boyd, Mrs. Mike Fry,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Jame.) Whitlock
of Willgo; Mrs. Edwin House, J. W.
Pillow, J. S. Bugg, Mrs. Mae Ma-
gruder, ai of Clinton; Mrs. George
Coffey and A. G. Wynn of Hick-
man; Mrs. Mary Holland of Dyers-
burg; Arista Laffoon, Bobby Wil-
liams, Darrell Wray, Mrs. A. G.
Stewart and Mrs. Guy Yates of
Water Valley.
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards, presi-
dent of the B&PW, was hostess at
a meeting of the Executive Board
of the club at her home on Carr
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
CURRENT DIVIDEND RATE
70
Money Received by the
10th Bears Interest
From the 1st.
FIRST FEDERAL
Savings & Loan Association
OF FULTON
214 Main Street Fulton. Ky.
eeS0111
bathes
deep dirt out
without beating!
ASHING ACT•
MI IIN IIIIITIP" 1
k % ..••••.' ifit
• ...
)
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Patented 3-Ring "Pump" Agltator—In every Frigidaire Washer—
gently somersaults sad% garment over and over! No blades to pull,
stretch, or beatl And no lint problems, either I
Graham Furniture Company
"Four Floors Of Fine Furniture"
301 Walnut Si. Fulton, Ky. Phone 185
Newer than tomorrow!
3-DIMENSIONAL
nylon tricot PROPORTIONED slip
with fAa Nbuilt-ie curve — the "built-ix" length
How • PROPORTIONED slip that's different
from any other! The unusual S-dimensional flt
contours the bosom, fits your correct body
length. Lace-lavished at the permanent pleated
flounce and lined bodice—it's 4-gored
Shadow-panelled and comes in high fashion colors
for day or night! White, pink, black, blue tango,
red hot. Tall, 84-44,
Average & Short 82-44, 111 nor
Junior 9-15.
2.98
A SO' KASNOW'S DEPT. STORE
448 - 52 Lake St. Fulton
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
his. Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples. Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwel/ Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.
MAN WANTED: Good Opening In
Fulton County. Sell Rawleigh Pro-
ducts. Year around, stead, wort;
good profits. Witte Rawleigh's
Dept. KYJ-1071-137 Freefsert,
See or write Horace Ward, 211 W.
Clay St., Clinton.
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave-
nue. South Fulton. Phone 399
FOR REN1 . Flocs sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric traeuum clean-
change Furnitia. Co.
MAYTAG WASHERS, 'tanner°
and automatic models, $139 95
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
For Tht
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street Fulton
WE RENT - - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll
-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
FARM LOANS
Long Terms-
-Easy Payments
FARM INSURANCE
— — All kinds —
— Crops. buildings,
vehicles. etc. — —
Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
204 Main St. Phone
SAVE MONET
Buy Auto !neurone* on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
ee% DOWN. se% to 3 Moe.
39% In II MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min-
utes, and coverage is effec-
tive immediately.
Wick Smith Agioney
CALL 62 — 160
NOW is the time fer getting ahead
to a nyrrEa JOB with SPEED-
WRITING SHORTHAND! EN-
ROLL any day, Monday thre Fri-
day. BRUCE BUSINESS INSTI-
TUTE, 308 Popular Street, Tel.
6415, Martin, Tennessee.
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave-
nue. South Fulton. Phone 399
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting oirem
isITEx "Personalised"
Stationery
Scott's floral Shoppe
Phone 31-.1 Fulton
TV ANTENNA.S: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave-
nue. South Fulton. Phone 399
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Con-
tact us for prices and specifica-
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis. Buyer Tel. Chapel 7-
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
YOU'RE INVITED to come in each
day and watch the World Series
on RCA-Victor color television at
our store. Chairs are available.
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
215 Main Street, Fulton.
GRANITE MANUFACTURER has
opening in this area for reliable
man or woman to sell complete
line of cemetery memorials. Ex-
cellent earning possibilities. Per-
manent position. Full or part time.
Write: Wirth Granite Works, St.
Cloud, Minnesota.
ron THE 0111ce
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James O. Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
FREE PARKING!
LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice
TIFI-17670
You Get More of BOTH in
OSHKOSH B'GOSII
TRUE! Very TRUE
You men want comfort in your work
clothes! More than that . . you
want wear and service. Millions
agree you get more of both in Osh-kosh fiCosh. No argument aboutit. And there's no argument aboutthe outstanding merit Of Oshkosh8.Gosh St.a.ltlu TUFFEST denim
— how it holds its dark color to stay
new
-looking longer—stands up bet-ter to hardest service. With gradu-
ated. body
-fitted. full-cut sires—plus
other exclusive Oshkosh B'Gosh fea-tures — you men correctly call theta
"The World's Best Overalls"
See Kasnow's for a Complete Line Of
DUCK HEAD
OVERALLS, JACKETS - -.
Matching Work Pants, Shirts, Jackets
KASNOW'S
448 - 52 Lake St. Fulton
FALL SPECIAL
Extra Nice Poster Bedroom Suits 
 $85.00
Pedal-Type Singer Sewing Marchin• _ $24.95
Reclining Chairs. from 
 $34.95
Platform Rockers, from 
 
 $ 9.95
Used Living Room Suites, from $37.50
Reworked Living Room Suites, from 
 $47.50
Bed Springs, from 
 $ 5.00
Odd Chairs, from 
 $ 2.00
9x12 Plated Rug 
 $12.50
Chest of Drawees 
 $ 9.93
Chifferobe $12.50
45,000 BTU Gas Hatter 
 
$59.95
55,000 BTU Gas Heater 
 $79.95
Good 4-Eyed Laundry Stove 
 
 $12.50
New Hot Blast Coal Heater. from $69.50
Thermostat Control Wood Heater $58.88
9x12 Rugs, from 
 $ 5.95
WADE'S USED STORE
"Trade With Wade and Save"
EASY TERMS
217 Main Street Phone 478
—
THE HAPPIEST SALE OF THE YEAR!
SUPER RIGHT—FULLY MATURED BEEF
Chuck Roast
BLADE b
CUT L •
ARM or E NGLISH CUT lb. 49c
Frying Chickens Gov't Inspected Cut.Top quality Up Lb. 339 Whole 
 
Lb. 29'
ALL GOOD SLICED
Bacon( Super RIght• Thle Slicedlb. 5 a
TOP QUALITY CHICKEN
 
 
Lb.
Parts ( WhibolesBoLega BWhostle
SUPER RIGHT QUALITY FRESH
Spare R hI.S 2-lb Jar• KPAUT
SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS
Wieners All MeatRegularor King else 
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
790
.c.:n 5,9
490 cBeej.fs?".
 np. 
 69Ap N 
.,EAT 0
49f Fish Slicks 
Lb.
3,00.. 100Pkgs.
U. S. NO. 1 WHITE
POTATOES
25 Lb. Bag 79c
CALIFORNIA PASCAL A REAL VALUE
I CELERY
I LARGE STALK lk I
BANANAS
LB. 12c
e:v/.5-e(leftwi
INVITES YOU
TO ENJOY
THESE GREAT
RECORDINGS
1.m.,"
N., I
MY FAIR LADY...99C
4, 99cPeaches In Syrup Sneed or HalvcceAtIP—Tallow CiIng
rackers 4 Pak SaltinesAristocrat
Tablets 
 
 
Filler 3 t. 1.00
Apple Sauce ASP. C.:: 49c
Tomato Juice A&P cues 95c
S Campbell'soup Tomato 
 Caw 1 OC
RICE HARVEST FESTIVAL
Sultana Sunnyfield
RICE RICE
Grain 2 pt. 27c co"41..2 piLt.33cShort
OCTOBER CHEESE FESTiVALE
LONGHORN STYLI OHKOCIAR
Mild Cheese 49g
Cheese Slices F,:px"Lis... 1::: 43
Butter seisiZtrfiCeriodam ..(4aned).. 1041:
Ice Cream • • Walla € 5 C
FRESH
Cranberries
0
•vmpke. 
27 
SUPER RIGHT COUNTRY STYLE PORK
49g Sausage ( 11646:ag
SOUTHERN STAR CANNED
59g Hams( i4)
OCEAN SPRAY
Cranberry Samos
Jellied a) No. SOO
C4110Whew
(Special )Price! 1-Lb.Box 19c
Salad Dressing (Sultana) M. 37c
Pickles Domoy ( Ksotsyhier M-Oz.Jar
Catsup Ann line 3
Mayonnaisergr 
Evap. Milk rule. 6
"Flour:pi:EA 1.47' ) 25
Cider =7' 
14-0z
Cans
Qt.
Jar
Tall
Cans
39c
50c
49c
79c
Lb. 1
Bag I • 39
Galion
Jug 67c
ITS NATIONAL DONUT MONTH
Home Style
Donuts Plain or (Sugared...
JellyDonuts(
RI ) i* Plc6.9 25g
Reg. ) Pkg.
El 
33c
* of II
i Jane ParkApple Pe ISAVE 1110 
er
Cinnamon Jane ParkerBREAD (Save Sc) Leaf
CrescentPound Cake or Marble Is.(Save So)
THIS e390
WEEK egl
25°
33°
Spry Shortening 3 74c Blue Silverdust 3jGiant
Oats 41-k- (7.•:- )2 410 Palmolive '14:1.11re,l) 
Dried Beans Fir ern.. 2 pz 270 Fab Detergent
Clorox Bleach .190;4-6.1. 37g Ajax Cleanser
Reynolds Wrap 31g Florient =yr
Wesson Oil 310 59g Vel Liquid
Lux Liquid 12-°2- 380 67g Faultless Starch
Lux Soap  4.4k
Pkg. 32f GiantPkg.
2 14-0x.Cans
Spice 
 Can
Quit*
or
Regular
Can
Rig.
Size
Krey Beef or Pork Vth., ranz.53C
SALISBURY STEAK WITH GRAVY—tali-Oa Caw
SUPER RIGHT BONELESS
Can
78f
410
77g
31c
750
670
290
PRICKS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, OCT. S
,P1 rood Stores. 51 CI, .106111 IC70 me uain se i ISiS
TIN 0111AT artainic a Maroc rsa cossorr, INC.
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New Director -- New Band?
The members of the Fulton High
Band started the school year a
week early, practicing from three
to four hours a day. What was the
reason? Mrs. Hernon, full time
music instructor, was hired by the
school system. Anxious to have
the band make a good showing at
the first football game, Mrs. Her-
non drilled and directed the group
a week ahead of the new school
year.
The band is not as large as it
was a few years ago, but the mem-
bers are out scouting around try-
ing to recruit new members. The
woodwind and percussion section
are strong, but the brass section
could use more members.
The members of the woodwind
section are Barry Roper, Bill Han-
cock, Don Reed,- Ronnie Wall, Alice
Johnson, and Charles Allen, clari-
nets; Tommy Wade and May
Mann, saxophones; Susan Walker
and Florence Wiggins, flutes.
The percussion section includes:
Annette Campbell and Jill Ed-
-
Accurato
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
askew, Cloaks and Theo
Pima of All IMO Am-
nasty Ilapairod at Law Oast
b7—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
MME1111==1, 
Jimmy Wright, Annie Lee Green,
wards, snare drums; Bob Ander-
son, bass drum; Fay Harwood,
cymbals; Cathy Campbell, bell
lyre; and Susan Stokes, tympanies.
Those in the brass section are:
Barry Adams, Danny Carver, Rob-
ert Lee, and Cheryl Underwood,
trumpets.
The majorettes are; Ophelia
Speight, head majorette; Sandra
Williams, Martha DeMyer, Sherri
Eliot, Elaine Beggs, and Sally Hall,
alternate.
The band is in need of several
trombone players, a tuba player, a
baritone player, and french horn
players.
The band members are glad to
have Mrs. Hernon as their di-
rector ,and they seem to enjoy
her class which meets seventh
period, after school.
The members are trying to make
the school and the community
proud of the band. It can play an
important part in giving the team
spirit, and also does much to de-
velop citizenship, cooperation, and
pride among the members. The
group sincerely hopes that the
students of Fulton High and the
people of this community will sup-
port the band.
The 1960 General Assembly
fir roved the resolution to call
a limited constitutional conven-
tin by a vote of 35 to 1 in the
Senate and 90 to 3 in the House.
vs With
NTisesiod to Psrisetion
ysars!"
ICIDITUOlef STRAIGHT
SOURson Wonsan,
86 Proof
4/5 Quart 1/2 Pint
$5.50 $1.75
616111Tore
SILVER LABEL
"Your Bright Buy in
Wig Bourbon!"
111114UOKY SKRAiGHT
11010111001 WHNY
'That's right—no Nur
KIIMIVOKY STRAIONT
BOURBON WHISKEY
4/5 Quart 1 11727"mlint
$4.85 I $1.55
"Whore Perfection of Product is rnuNtion"
CLENVORE DISTILLERIES CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Tbo TI "ILENN/LL"
Five New Students Join Ranks Of FHS
Some of the new students at Fulton High School
are: Mary Johnson: Ricky Slier, top left; Charles
Willingham, top center: and Jimmy Downs, top
right. Joe Mae Williamson, also new at FIN, was
not available at the time this picture was taken.
New students in Fulton High come from dif-
ferent ports of our country. Some of these are: Joe
Mac Williamson, Mary Johnson, Rickie Siler, Char-
les Willingham, and Jimmy Downs.
A new freshman, Joe Mac Williamson, attended
Cayce school last year. He is a member of the 1960
football team. Besides his school work, Joe Mac
shows dairy cattle.
Singing in the newly formed mixed chorus is
Mary Katherine Johnson, a sophomore. She trans-
ferred from South Fulton this year.
'tickle Slier, who went to Hattiesberg High
School in Hattiesberg Mississippi last year, is a
junior and also a member of the football team.
Charles Willingham, who went to FHS his
freshman and sophomore years, is beginning his
senior year, after having completed one year at
Castle Heights Military Academy. Charles has his
student pilot license. He is also on the football them.
Hailing from Dyersburg, Tennessee, is Jimmy
Downs, a junior. Jimmy is a member of the 4-H
club, and likes sports.
All other new siudents will be featured in the
next issue of the KENNEL.
Kahl §Kialf Announced For '60
Additions, Promotions, and Switches
The co-editors of the 1960-81 •
KENNEL Staff are Karen Dublin
and Kay Morris. Karen has been
on the staff for two years and Kay
has been on the staff for one year.
Both trained for the editorship for
several months last year.
Hal Warren, who has been on
the staff for two years, is the news
editor with Danny Carver serving
as his a:sextant.
Wanda Cash is this year's fea-
ture editor, after serving as assist-
ant last year. Her assistant is
Martha DeMyer.
From The Ms
Science Books Made
Available At FHS
Fulton High School is one of ap-
proximately 1 8 00 secondary
schools selected for participation
of the Traveling High School Sci-
ence Library Program. This ex-
perimental undertaking is admin-
istered by the AAAS at the re-
quest of the National Science
Foundation and is financed by an
appropriation from the United
States Congress.
The kinds of books included are:
Biographies. Anthologies, histor-
ies of science, general works,
books on specific scientific sub-
jects, and a few textbooks.
The first shipment will be kept
until November 11, 1960. Then
they will be sent back, and a new
shipment will come November 14,
1960. After that here will be two
more shipments.
These book will be in the li-
brary.
To check out these books, the
student must put not only his
name, but also his grade. These
may be kept for 7 days.
There are also 79 other new
books, including biographies and
fictions in the library.
rreM The FON "KENNEL"
Band Parents Help
Obtain New Cymbals
The Fulton High Band recently
purchased a new set of cymbals,
costing approximately $88.00. In
order to help pay for the cymbals,
the newly organized Band Par-
ent's Club held an ice-cream sup-
per in the farm room on Septem-
ber 13, 1960.
This was only one of the many
projects which the Club has de-
cided to undertake since its for-
mation on September 6. The par-
ents furnish transportation to out-
of-town football games for the
band members. They traveled to
both the Sharon and Martin games
and plan to go to several others.
Kentucky's constitution pro-
hibits the Commonwealth from
building highways.
Since 1792 Kentucky has had
four Conventions which have re-
vised the constitution. The con-
stitution was last revised in
1891.
Dewey Johnson
AU types of ineurance
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
'Coveting everything"
Fulton. KY. IPhooe 4511
422 Lake St.
The copy editors are Ophelia
Speight and Judy Copeland. They
were both reporters last year.
Carl Hurst will take over the
duties of sports editor when he re-
turns.
Joyce Owens is the assistant to
the new exchange editor, Jimmy
Wright. Jimmy is also the photo-
grapher and cartoonist.
Mike Walker, the assistant last
year, is business manager.
Serving as joint sales managers
are Clete Beggs and Linda Whit-
nel. This is Cleta's third and
Linda's second year on the KEN-
NEL staff. Bill Leneave is assist-
ant sales manager.
The co-advertising managers are
Lynn Bushart and Judy Moore. In
the past Judy has been a report-
er and assistant business manager
and Lynn has been assistant ad-
vertising manager and co-advertis-
ing manager.
Dortha Duke and Tommy Car-
ney are circulation managers. Both
Dortha and Tommy have been on
the staff for two years. The as-
sistant circulation manager is
Lynn Williamson.
The reporters are Pam Homra,
Stanley Jeffress, Nancy Omar,
Beverly Haman, Dave Austin,
Alice Jo Leggett, Sandra Ballow,
Judy Hoodenpyle, Mary Bondur-
ant, Phyllis Pigue, Josephine Han-
cock, Jimmy Clark, Sandra Steph-
enson and Susan Stokes.
When Kentucky's constitution
was written in 1891, one-third
0f the population could not read.
Freshman Girls
Do Push-Downs
By Sandra Ballow
As we freshmen enter our first
physical education class many
questions may enter our minds:
What is the class going to be like?
Will we attempt to do push ups?
(If you could see us you'd call
them push downs instead.) What
will we do during this class pe-
riod? Will we play a game? What
tind? Will we take exercises which
leave us with our tongues hanging
out?
Then comes the moment when
the roll is called. It sounds some-
thing like this, Judy Something or
other, "}re", Nancy What is it
now?
Well, we finally finish our class
by running laps or doing push ups
(or push downs) Now it is time to
rush, rush rush to the shower
wehre you find not one shower
available. Then it sounds like a
bunch of chickens at a hen party
They're shouting "Who's got my.
shoes?" Where's my train case?"
and Whose got my socks?"
Finally we go to the gym to wait
for the bell. While waiting, we try
to make our faces and Comb oui
hair, to find it doesn't help at all
You can comb and comb and put
on lipstick and makeup and still
look like something from outer
space.
Then as the last bell rings, we
stumble to our last class saying
"Well, I'm glad that's over with."
RUPTURE
The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland', •Ilir Trm
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fulton
Ereat Tbo VIIII KIMMEL
Alumni Scatter To Far Corners;
Marriage, College, Jobs In Picture
Another school year has begun
and the Senior Class of 1960 has
left F. H. S. Let's see what they
are doing and where they are.
It looks like Woods Hall at Mur-
ray State will be one continuous
slumber party of F. H. S. alumnae.
Those girls attending Murray
State this year are Jean Burnette,
Judy Burton, Martha Herring,
Saundra Latham, Maridel Wells,
and Judy Wolberton.
Gladys Worley is going to West-
ern State and Linda Roddie is go-
ing to a college in New Orleans.
I'm sure she will get in a lot of
campus life down there. Nancy
Bushart is enrolling at U. K. I've
heard there's a local bet on how
many times she will get lost the
first week. Mettle Wilbourn is go-
ing to a school in Louisville. Carol
MeNeilly is going to Miller-Hawk-
ins Business School in Memphis.
Wonder if she will be one of those
young career women whose home
she names "Last Lap"? Susanne
Johnson is going to Memphis State
and then on to Nursing School.
Quite a number hay entered the
domestic scene. Patsy Brown, Judy
Fr•oe T1* PHU "KIMMEL"
Filar. Nines Club
Elects New Officers
Future Nurses Club met Wed-
nesday morning, September 14,
during second period.
Girls from the sophomore class
on through the senior class are
eligible to be a member of this
organization.
The new members were intro-
duced by Mrs. DeMyer, advise, to
Mrs. Braswell, who is the spon-
sor.
Officers who were elected at the
first meeting are as follows: Presi-
dent—Ophelia Speight, Vice-Presi-
dent—Judy Moore, Secretary—
Treasurer—Dorohta Duke, Re-
porter—Sandra Stephenson.
Next the programs for the year
were planned.
Mrs. Braswell said she hoped to
make her meetings as useful and
interesting as she could.
Harrison, Linda Sandling and
Patsy Stallins, are all now mar-
ried.
Janice Davis has gone to work
in Detroit, Louella Wilbourn is'
working and Kay French is in Ful-
ton working and getting ready for
her wedding.
A surprising small percentage of
the boys have taken up an occupa-
tion at this time. Those working
are: Butch Buckingham, for
the I.C. Railroad, and Harold Duke
and Robert McAlister who both
have families now to provide for.
Merrell Davis may soon be a
star of U. T. He is at U. T. M. B.
on a football scholarship.
Those boys attending Murray
State are: Everett Allen, Tommy
Allen, Wayne Anderson, Philip
Andrews, Duncan Bushart, Donald
Bennett. Roland Carter, George
Gunter, Roy Morrow, Wallace
Shankle, and Bill Wade.
Billy Copeland is working for,
studying, and serving Uncle Sam.
Jerry House got a football scho-
larship to a Junior college in
Texas.
James Reed is happily enrolled
at Miami University. The same
may be said for Gary Williamson
at U. K. Kenneth Leggett is at-
tending U. T. M. B. as a transfer
student.
Tommy Fields is at Memphis
State and John Cunningham is at
Freed-Hardman.
Yes, that is where we find the
Clasp of '60 at the present. I won-
der where and what they will be
five years from now.
TV REPAIR
Wade Television
All Make. and liornolo
Batas and Service
MOTOROLA
•
•
111 take Mi. Phone 41111
Hiram Walker Guilty
la A Sick, Tree
lurks
5th 
  
$4.011
Pint
Hi Plat $1.30
(4 Years Old)
FULL QUART $5110
Also Available in 5-
Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75 Pints -
$2.95 Half Pinta -
$1.50
de 5.4 ad Proof 5tr.it Ileorbos IIIIIdoluev 4 Tooro Old
IMAM WALKER & SONS. NC.. PEORIA ILL.
it's little
it's lovely
it lights!
new hiflaIlphone
Styled to the modern taste, and small to save you
space- that's the charming, colorful Princes. phone.
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
and goes beautifully. The dial glows softly in the
dirk so you can find it quickly and then, when you
lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
easy. The Princess phone cornea in your choice of
five attractive decorator colors--white, beige, pink,
blue and turquoise. Just call our business office, or
Bak any installer-repairman.
lac) Litte rrs --E301
The Princess phone with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies a day after e one-time charge. Your choice of five colors.
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ADULT ENTER-
TAINMENT: No
Children Admit-
ted Unless Ac-
companied By
Parent:
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100 Years Ago This Week
ha Mleterlwl review eg TUN CIVIL WAS DAY-$V-DAY
ialatortal is trew eehtloall•• el esee/41, ••• lannstroill seem &Win wlelwal
weedier from negereewee In the LJlerrerre el COMM.*. WilaidirWII.
Is the NOW, WIN 111111111&U, Tory 01110-011114111 we wet se be Ws opera=
serweerve • easewal Wanes . . .
IIIT WILLIAM M. MMUCIIK9
It was three and a half months
until the first State seceded from
the Union, the Confederacy was
formed, and the Civil War and its
tragedies were set in motion. All
that was in the future, that Sep-
tember of 1860, and while many
people could look into the future
enough to see the coming conflict,
nothing constructive was done to
prevent it.
In Washington, the CONSTITU-
TION was the organ of the admin-
istration. Views and policies were
set by the President and his party.
Early in September of that year
of 1860, the CONSTITUTION said.
"No man can shut his eyes to the
fact that if Lincoln is elected this
Union cannot long survive it. One
hundred desperate men can start
the revolution, and once started
the Union is dissolved."
There were many more than
Just one hundred desperate men In
the Nation, there were thousands
of them and most of them were in
politie.. Dr the South, the support
was almost exclusively for Breck-
enridge, in the North it was for
Lincoln. Douglas would secure
STARLITE
Fulton - Union City highway
Wed.-Thur.-Fel. Oct. 5, I, 7
(Starts at 8:35)
A WOMAN LIKE SATIN
With Brigitte Hardee
(Also:_starts at 7:00)
PLUNDER ROAD
With Wayne Morris
SATURDAY, OCT.
(Starts at 8:45)
NORTHWEST PASSAGE
Sooncer Tracy. Robert Young
(Also: starts at 7. and 10:45)
ESCAPE FROM RED ROCK
With Brian Donlevy
Oct. 1, 111, 11
(Starts at 8'45)
PLF.ASE noN-r EAT THE
DAISIES
Doris Day, David Niven
(Also: starts at 7:00)
FIRST MAN INTO SPACE
With Marshal Thompson
more votes than Breckenridge, but
due to their scattering over all the
States, be would have almost no
electoral votes. So much of the
energy of the Southern Democrats
was used In fighting Douglas that
they almost forgot Lincoln. From
all over the South came reports
like the following from Caldwell,
Kentucky: "There is reported to
be one Douglas supporter in this
county. Among the curiosities of
the country, he is shown as the
greatest. The people are not sure
whether he is for Douglas to be
thought eccentric, or is merely 1i
simpleton."
The Democratic party of 1860
has split over the question of
"Squatter sovereignty." Could a
slave-owner take his slaves into
a free territory and keep his
slaves as his property? If not, said
the Southern Democrats, then the
man did not have property rights
in the slaves . and the Constitu-
tion of the United States guaran-
teed a mien the right to property.
Most of the Southern papers print-
ed the following item: (it might
seem insignificant to us, after this
hundred years, but to the people
of 1860. the statement was loaded
with dynamite) "Make me Presi-
dent," Stephen A. Douglas was
reported as saying to the Demo-
crats of the North, "I will give
you control of the territories and
enable you to exclude the South-
ern people from any part or lot
therein."
Southern people who had look-
ed forward to the end of slavery
were behind Breckenridge .. slav-
ery was almost forgotten by many
In he belief that the rights of all-
Souherners were at stake. For
years there had been growing what
we have since called the "Solid
South." In 1860, that term became
a fact. And yet, in all the South-
ern newspapers of the times, we
read of incident after incident of
Southern masters freeing their
slaves!
W. B. Clifton. Esq., of Louis-
ville died and "His funeral was at-
tended by four hack-loads of
blacks, formerly his slaves, whom
be had manumitted (treed) a short
open
week -day
8:45
IFULIONI
— PHONE 12 —
Sat. & Sun.
At 1 p. m.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM!
The Killer ship Of A He'll Steal Your
Thousand Disoulses! Heart Before You Know It!
STARTS SUNDAY!
1141111113,111 NOME
NIONTAND
EARKP
IMO
6-RNOILl•FRNW0A
CiNerw•SeseE•momi
we.weaniefle 0•1:0
Aar ao. em....00.1101.1 WOO"
STARTS WEDNESDAY!
"You're all sinners..
You'll all burn in hell
Tell 'em Gantry...
tell 'em everything
—but not about
your whiskey and
your women!
111111111111111
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Miss Sharrye Johnson Crpwned
Fulton High Homecoming Queen
The Homecoming Queen and her attendants
trample the Providenoe team.
Friday night in colorful pre-
game ceremonies at Memorial
Stadium, Miss Sharrye Johnson
was crowned Fulton High Home-
coming Queen for 1960. The cere-
monies followed a parade through
the downtown area. The Fulton
High cheerleaders rode in one
decorated convertible, the Queen
In another, and her attendants,
Miss Judy Copeland, Miss Ophelia
Speight, and Miss Sally Hall, in
another. The parade was led by
the Fulton High School Band.
When the convertibles rounded
the field, the cheerleaders, the
Queen, and her attendants were
escorted across the field by the
football team. While the band
played a medley of songs, the i
Queen and her court slowly walk- I
ed across the field to the sidelines.
There, Bill Burnett, co-captain of
the team, was presented with the
crown by Miss Nancy Lynn Cad-
das; he then placed it on Miss
Johnson's head and gave her the
traditional kiss. With Jimmy
Cheatham he escorted her to the
seat of honor.
Sharrye, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Johnson, is a
sophomore. She is the cheerleader
captain and a member of the
Nurses Club.
Judy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
U. S. Copeland. is a junior. Judy
is on the KENNEL Staff, an of-
ficer in the P. H. A., and a mem-
time before his death."
In Philadelphia, a Negro was
seised by deputy Marshal Jenkins
who claimed the Negro was an es-
caped slave. That was not unusual
. . but what followed was. The
Negro, a James Valentine, sued
for damages! Said the Pennsyl-
vania papers: "Valentine proved
that he was a native of New Jer-
sey. and as he had been roughly
handled when arrested, he has a
clear case."
For years, and especially after
the passage of the Fugitive Slave
Act, people of the North had been
required by law to help in the
capture of escaped slaves. When
Marshal Jenkins charged that Val-
entine was a slave, and handled
him roughly, and Valentine sued
for damages, it was to mark a new
step in racial relationships.
It had usually been upon the
seized Negro to prove that he was
not an escaped slave . . . and
usually the word of the Negro was
not allowed as evidence in court
The case of Valentine vs. Jenkins
had much of importance for the
future!
But all news that September of
1860 was not of slavery and the
coming disagreement . . there
were lighter notes. For instance,
from Raleigh, N. C., a young lady
who had just recently graduated
from a school in Virginia was
placed in the Insane Asylum in
Raleigh. Her friendsesald she had
gone crazy due to reading Mil-
ton's "Paradise Lost."
Could be.
4
South Fulton
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
FRI. - SAT. OCT. 7, 8
(Starts at 7:00)
HANGING TREE
With Gary Cooper
—4190--
(Starts at 9:00)
BELL BOY
Featuring Jerry Lewis
—Plus Cartoon—
Pistol 
-Packing Woody
SUN. - MON., OCT. 9, 10
(Starts at 7:00)
NEVER SO FEW
F. Sinatra, G. Lollobrigida
—2nd Feature—
(Starts at 9:15)
UP PERISCOPE
(In technicolor)
With James Garner
—Plus Cartoon--
"MILKY WAY
1
SOUTH PACIFIC
Coming Si!
Watch the Bulldogs
Bill Burnette crown. Sharrye
Johnson Homecoming Queen as
Jimmy Cheatham looks on.
her of the Nurses Club.
Ophelia, a senior, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speight. She
is a member of the Quill and
Scroll, the KENNEL Staff, the
National Honor Society, an officer
In the Nurses Club, and head ma-
jorette of the Fulton High Band.
Sally, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hall is a freshman. She was a
cheerleader in Jr. High and now is
alternate majorette.
Kentucky's
the House an,i S ate to one
doorkeeper each. This was writ-
ten in 1891 when the House and
Senate chambers had one door
only. The chambers now have
six doors each but five of them
go unguarded.
DEATHS
Mrs. Lee Carlton
Mrs. Lee Emma Carlton of Mar-
tin, Route 4, died at Fulton Sun-
day.
Funeral services were held Mon-
day afternoon at 3:30 at the North-
western Baptist Church on Route
4, Martin. The Rev. T. A. Duncan
officiated. Burial, under direction
of W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral
Home, was in East Side Ceme-
tery at Martin.
She was a housewife and the
widow of Giles Emmerson Charl-
ton. She was a member of the
Northwestern Baptist Church.
Mrs. Carlton was born Jan. 6,
1882.
She leaves three sons, Rev. Au-
brey A. Carlton of Lenoir City,
Tenn., Clyde E. Carlton of Martin,
and the Rev. Frank Carlton of
Martin,. Route 4; three daughters,
Mrs. 0. C. Hastings of Fulton, Mrs.
W. B, Ennis of Martin, Route 4,
and Mrs. John Summers of Mem-
phis; 35 grandchildren and a num-
ber of great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Bill Ennis,
Charlie Hazlewood, U. I. Dalton,
Chester McWherter, Thurston
Brundige, and Weldon Barnes.
Miss Rena Finch
Miss Rena Finch, 83, life-long
resident of Fulton county, died at
3 p m.. Thursday at the Fulton
Hospital, She had lived on Fulton
Route 1, on highway 307 all her
life.
She was born in Hickman Coun-
ty, January 19, 1877, the daugh-
ter of the late George A. and Eliza-
beth Connley Finch.
Survivors include a sister, Mrs.
Ed Mansfield, Route 2, Fulton; a
nephew, C. N. Mansfield, Route 2,
Fulton.
Funeral services were Saturday
afternoon at 2 p. m. at the Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel. Burial
was in Greenlee cemetery.
Active pallbearers were Otha
Thompson, Richard Killebrew,
Ralph Brady. Merritt Milner, Rob-
ert Foy and Paul Wright.
Miss Cressie Stephens
Miss Cressie Mauda Stephens, 69,
Fulton, Route 1, died Thursday at
the Clinton-Hickman County hos-
pital.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. Saturday at Mt. Vernon
Methodist Church, with Rev. T. Y.
Satterfield - Resler
Engagement Told
The engagement of Shirley Ma-
rie Satterfield to Robert Lowell
Resler, both of Peoria, Illinois is
announced by her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Satterfield of Water
Valley. He is the son of Mrs. Em-
ily Resler, 1300 S. Griswold Street,
Peoria, Illinois.
Miss Satterfield was graduated
from Fulgham High School, class
of 1954. She attended Murray
State College and Bradley Univer-
sity -of Peoria. She is employed
by Caterpillar Tractor Company
of that city.
Mr. Resler was graduated from
Manuel High School, Peoria, class
of 1950. He received his specialized
training at the Aircraft and En-
gine Mechanical School at Chanute
Air Force Base, Illinois. He now
serves as Technical Sergeant in
the 169th Fighter Squadron in
Peoria. He is employed by the gov-
ernment as an aircraft electrical
technician.
The wedding will be solemnized
November 5, 1960 at the First
Methodist Church in Peoria, with
Dr. Bruce Dunn performing the
ceremony.
Smithmier officiating. Burial was
in Mt. Moriah Cemetery in Hick-
man county.
Survivors include a brother-in-
law, Earl Williams, with whom
she made her home, and an uncle,
Les Gore.
Es
More than 25 state-wide or-
ganizations, including Farm Bu-
reau, Homemakers, Ky. Cham-
ber of Commerce, P.T.A., Rural
Electric Co-op and County
Judges Association have en-
dorsed the proposal to hold a
limited 
-constitutional conven-
tion in Kentucky.
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McCULLOCH
MAC/35A CHAIN SAW
• Starts fast in any weather
• Takes straight bin up to 10*
• 4.22:1 gear ratio
• Thrifty to buy, thrifty to operate
PAUL NAILLING
Implement Company
314 Walnut Phone 16
ELMER HEPLER,
world famous breeder Of Meer
horses and owner of the is,000-ecre
I-Triangle Ranch at Dog Canyon
In the Guadalupe Mountains, near
Carlsbad, New Mexico, says,
THAT S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"
MELLOW
-MASH
Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
Kentucky Straight. Bourbon 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond
otrnuso a BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE—or/Eh) soon, Kt.
/1006tv 07-e 04.7
CLASSIC 98 suRIE1Ft 
- 88
Distinguished ... distinctive . decidedly
mewl Illig-cor roominess for driving luxury
—more headroom, loweroont, legroom—
plus new ease of entry and the exhilarating
performance of the SK Y ROCK ET &loin* I
Glamor, comfort, prestipe ... and the uty
of o foil-size cod Exciting SKYROCKET
Engine performance and smooth Vibro-
Tuned Rid.. . . both exclusive with Olds-
mobilel Easy to get ha— easy to *
C4A7(€113
Beauty. .. economy ... spacious comfort!
Livelier-than-ever Rocket Engine runs on
tower-cod, regular gas! Plus Twin-Triongle
Stability ... and the handling ease you
*Aped from a quality-built, full-size cart
OLXDSINACDIBILEFoR 161
exciting new style leaders
with a new  performance punch
and fu//-size comfort!
NaA
`:'•°."`"
k
oil •
140
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Never before has Olds combined with beauty of line with such sparkling performance in its three famous series!
Never before have you experienced anything like the exciting SKYROCKET Engine and all-new Hydra-Matic•
with Aocel-A-Rotor action! And just wait till you see all the headroom, legroom, entry room in Oldanobile for '61!
wwww cww, a. NO.& .5, elbr swim
Yams sae pone . . . kw soresemorael news *boot OIdamoOthee Not Now Manateer to as. Low-hie* Met di
KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY 210 E. STATE LINE
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•School Saperintendents Plan Spending
Increased Capital Outlay Funds
Like a housewife who antici-
)ates an increase in her husband's
,alary, Kentucky school superin-
endents are making their plans to
Ise the increased school funds to
)4, paid them by the state.
Plans of school districts were
-evaded by Superintendent of
l'ublic Instruction Wendell P. But-
er last week, prior to the distribu-
'ion of the increased funds voted
.31, the last General Assembly and
laid for with new sales tax ap-
I FIRST QUALITYFIRST LINE
SHOES and BOOTS
FOB MEN
$8.95 To $24.95
Forrester Shoe Shop
212 MAIN ST.
propriations.
Capital outlay increases have
provided for new school buildings,
classroom additions, new sites .and
additions to sites, and equipment
for administration and instruction.
In Fulton Independent school
district; Superintendent W. L. Hol-
land's plans include additions to
Milton and Cain elementary
schools and Fulton High School.
The district will receive a total
allotment of $11,706— an increase
of $4,791 over last year's funds.
Some superintendents in districts w
including Fulton County, who have
not yet decided what to do with
their increased allocations are now
taking surveys to determine_ the
system's most urgent needs. In
some cases. new schools were just
completed and the capital outlay
funds will be used to pay off bonds
or construction costs or equip the
buildings.
Fulton County district, accord-
ing to Superintendent Butler, will
receive a total allotment of $34,314
this year, representing an increase
of $13,553 over last year's funds.
The Whitnel Funeral Home
Cadillac Ambulance Service
- - - always Dependable, Courteous
and Efficient.
A Memorial Service
- - - with Sympathy and Dignity
408 Eddings Street Tel. 88
WM IT TUESDAY NIGHT
ocry.w- la LAMM COLOR
A WONDERFUL EVENING
OF SONG AND DANCE1
THE
DONALD O'CONNOR
SHOW
STARRING
essise 0•Ossesser 1111111111111
Aware Priivls ONISer SIM
•See your newspaper for enact time in your ire •
SEE THE
WORLD SERIES
IN COLOR
ONLY UN.%
(BASS EXTRA
Th• ADM GTON
Ultra-slim table model with 23' picture tube. Trans-
former
-powered 20,000 volt chassis. Push-pull on-olf
eontroL Full fidelity speaker. 1914' h.,2514' w., 16W' (I.
Matching base (opt.). Metal cabinet 1024K 120--
Charcoal. T61241(122—idahogats, TG24IL123—
Mode Oak.
See us for the best deal in town
WOOD & PRU ITT
Walnut St. Fulton, Kentucky
Pr. s The FRS -KENNEL"
Fulton High Twirlers Lead Band;
Ophelia Speight Is Head Majorette
The Fulton High Majorettes rest after their performance on the foot-
ball field.
By Josephine Hancock
The.vivacious 1960-61 major-
ettes for Fulton High School are
Ophelia Speight, senior, Sandra
Williams, senior, Elaine Beggs,
senior, Martha DeMyer, sopho-
more, and Sheri Elliott, sopho-
more.
Ophelia Speight, drum major-
ette, has held that position for
three years. She is also a member
of Future Nurses Club, National
Honor Society, KENNEL Staff, an-
nual staff, a class officer, and at-
tendant to 1960 Football Queen.
Elaine Beggs and Sandra Wil-
liams, both seniors, are also begin-
ning their third year as major-
ettes. Elaine is a member of Fu-
ture Nurses Club, a librarian, an-
nual staff, and FHS Chorus. San-
dra is in the Future Nurses Club,
annual staff, and the FHS Chorus.
Martha DeMyer, sophomore,
began her career as majorette last
year. Martha is on the KENNEL
staff and is a member of Future
Nurses Club.
This is Sheri Elliott's first year
as majorette and she says that
she is enjoying it immensely. Sheri
is in the Future Nurses Club and
4-H Club.
The majorettes attended the Na-
tional Baton Twirling Clinic at Ole
Miss in Oxford, Mississippi on July
3-8, where they learned many new
routines, dance routines, and basic
twirls from the nation's baton
twirling champions.
Trees To Be Planted
In Fulton County
If all the seedling trees to be
harvested next Spring from Ken-
tucky's two seedling nursery farms
were transplanted to the same
tract, it would occupy approxi-
mately 21 per cent of Fulton
County.
The 27,000,00 seedlings that will
be ready for planting in the
Spring will cover 27,000 acres at
the recommended transplanting
density of 1,000 per acre.
These figures were revealed by
Commissioner of Conservation J.
0. Matlick in a report to Governor
Bert T. Combs.
Some 17,000,000 seedlings were
produced for the Spring 1960
planting from the state tree nurs-
er,' program. 
Theseedling nursery recently
was expanded with funds from
Kentucky's new revenue program.
A second nursery farm, in Mor-
gan County near Wert Liberty,
was placed in operation earlier
this year. The other seedling nurs-
ery is located at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
Within the near future, accord-
ing to Gene L. Butcher, director
of the State Division of Forestry,
production at the two nurseries
will be expanded to 50,000,000
seedlings annually.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bellew of
Obion are the proud parents of a
seven pound, eight ounce son born
at 2:10 a. m., October 1, at Jones
hospital.
Payments Increased
For Second Month
To Blind, Disabled
For the second straight month,
Kentucky's public assistance pay-
ments to Fulton County's blind
and disabled persons have topped
the 1959 level.
August payments to the needy
blind exceeded the 1959 average
by $6.00, while permanently and
totally disabled persons have re-
ceived an average increase o f$8.81
over last year's August payments.
Conunissioner of Economic Se-
curity Jo M. Ferguson said the in-
creased payments are a result of
funds collected through the newly.
instituted sales tax. These appro-
priations, combined with federal
matching funds, have put Ken-
tucky in the lead over all other
southeastern states in the amount
of public assistance payments to
indigent recipients in all categor-
ies, Ferguson stated.
Funds paid to the needy blind in
Fulton County averaged $56.67 in
August. The permanently and
totally disabled received an aver-
age payment of $51.118.
VALUABLE WRITINGS
A collection of writings on Wil-
liam Harvey, discoverer of blood
circulation, and Michael Servetus,
first man to describe pulmonary
blood circulation, is on display at
the University of Kentucky Medi-
cal Center Library. The collection
was presented recently to tbe
University by Dr. Emmet Field
Horine, Fairdale, Ky.
NOTICE
The Tax Books of the City of South Fulton.
Tennessee are now open. Taxes paid during October
are subject to 2 percent discount. Taxes paid during
November and December subject to a 1 percent dis-
count. Regular rates apply during January and Feb-
ruary, 1961. Penalty on unpaid taxes becomes ef-
fective March 1, 1961.
City Of South Fulton, Tennessee
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Melds •
The holy bonds of matrimony
were solemnized for Mr. Stanley
Ford retired farmer here, and Mrs.
Beatrice Stunson of Paris, Tenn
several days ago in Dresden, Term.
All good wishes are extended by
all friends around this area. The
popular couple will reside in
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Dwell McCall is reported j
on the sick list, and under the
medical care of her physician.
David Lassiter left Monday for
Akron, Ohio and has been hos-
pitalized due to his neck injuries
sustained in an accident while
working during the summer
months. He is under traction and
observation for a few days,
Get-well wishes go out for Mrs.
Bruce Vincent, who was carried
to Fuller-Morgan hospital in May-
field Sunday. Mrs. Vincent has
been in failing health for some
two years and friends regret to
know she is not so well She suf-
fered a coma and hasn't been able
to rally at this report.
A public auction sale was held
at the Stanley Ford farm this dis-
trict Saturday a 10 a. m. when he
sold all his house hold furniture.
Mr. Charlie Burrow was the auc-
tioneer. A large crowd attended.
Rev. James Holt filled his regu-
lar appointment at New Salem
church, Sunday at 11 s. m. Sunday
School was held at 10. The even-
ing service proceeded the B. T. U.
which meets at 7:30 p. m. The
church and Pastor Holt is in all
readiness as host to the Weakley
Co. Aalociation that convenes to-
morrow Toes.. Oct. 4, On Wed..
Oct. 5 the association will meet at
Mack's Grrtve church, Painters-
ville - Dresden Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassier
and baby son. Mark, of Martin.
Tenn. were Sunday night dinner
guests of parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lanier.
Over at the Buddye Johnson
house some remodeling is going
on, work began las week, a new
bathroom is being added and some
changes in kitchen and bedrooms.
It was not so long ago that Mrs.
Mrs. Inez Vincent was completely
driven from her house by bees
The pesky things took abode in
walls of her house, located nearby
Pilot Oak, there they stayed and
stored honey and felt so at home,
sought a tiny entrance to the in-
terior, piles and piles of them
filled her rooms, so she had to get
out quickly, going to the home of
,children, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vin-
cent, Well Bruce, with some help
chopped Into the walls, sprayed
and took over the honey, which
was of fine quality and a huge
amount. The whole bee colony
had to be destroyed.
What about you voters? Are you
qualified to vote Are you register-
ed to vote in the coming election
Nov. 8?
UK GIVEN 11,500 GRANT
A fellowship for study toward a
master of science degree in engi-
neering has been given the Uni-
versity of Kentucky by Tennessee
Eastman Co. Dr. R. E. Shaver,
dean of the UK College of Engi-
neering, said the stipend is for$1,500 plus tuition and fees. Of one
year
-duration, the fellowship will
be for the 1961-62 academic year.
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BOAR & GILT SALE
PURE BRED DUROCS
20 BOARS, 30 GILTS
NIGHT SALE, SATURDAY OCTOBER 8
AT 7:30 O'CLOCK
FOSTER FOUR - STAR FARM
One and a half miles southeast of Mayfield off the Farmington
Highway.
FFWER SERVICE 11E.11),IIIIES,
in Il(ln& rafted Quality f t .
iiilh23,, iNow
e". HANDCRAFTED
for Greater Operating Depondability
All chassis connections are carefully
handwired, hand soldered. Components are
firmly fastened to a rugged metal base
and only top qual,ty parts are used throughout
TRIM
MODERN STYLING!
The =LAME • Medal F-273111
In grained Maple color. grained
Walnut color. grained Mahogany
color, or grained Blond Oak
color. 23" overall chat rocture $210.00
TOM 262 eq. in. rectangularlecture area. With Trade
ROPER TELEVISION
306 Main St. Phone 307
THE BROWDER MILLING COMPANY
IS NOW IN THE MARKET FOR
CORN
AND
Soybeans
Prompt Unloading Fadlilos Your Business Appraciatad
BROWDER MILLING COMPANY, INC.
Phone 900
"A Complete 11 no of Quality Feeds"
Fulton. Ky.
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Five New Classes Added To FRS
Wide Variety Of Subjeds Available
Expanding its curriculum Fulton
High has five new classes: modern
journalism, remedial reading,
French, general music, and chorus.
Journalism is a genera course.
Broad understandings of the whole
field of writing and editing, and
related field of producing a publi-
cation are studied. The journalism
cow may tell whether one
should take up journalism as life
work. Mrs. Charles Bennett teach-
es the course which meets fourth
Passes/
Warlos Vel
law dawn payaisse_."11.L.
awl Easy Tams
BENNETT ELECITUC
period. There are eight enrolled.
Fifteen students are increasing
their rate of reading and corn-
phrehension. Enjoyment and read-
ing for a purpose are also em-
phasied. The remedial reading
class meets fourth period with
Mrs. M. W. Hawes.
French is being taught by Mrs.
M. W. Hawes at sixth period.
Everything said during the class is
French. "All of the students are
interested and they are doing very
well,' said Mrs. Hawes. Ten are
enrolled in the class.
General music appreciation
class is studying the theory of
general music. It meets fourth
period and is taught by Mrs. Mike
Hernon. There are 27 enrolled in
the class.
The students of the chorus sing
and study the theory of each piece.
The chorus meets seventh period
on Tuesday and Thursday of one
week, then Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday of the next week. It is
directed by Mrs. Mike Hernon.
•
Savo dollars
on clothes
with an
ELECTRIC
clothes dryer
•
v UV/ INTIlla
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Not only are dear- le clothes dryers cheaper to buy
and cheaper to maintain than other type dryets
they save dollars on clothes. too.
Here's whys
• With automatic electric !sundry equipment, you
wish and dry clothes as often as you wish. No
need for a big reserve supply of clothing to keep
children dean and near..
• Biectric clothes drying means a much longer life
for your clothing. You save the wear and teas of
wind-whipping and sun-fading of outdoor dry.
lag.
• Your clothes look better. .. last longer dried Ta
fast, gentle electric heat that's as clean and safe
as an electric light bulb. Yes, the electric way
is the better way.
ElectrIcm,eiess
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VHS Cheerleaders Spur Team To Victory
Cheering the Bulldogs on to vic-
tory this year are the Fulton High
Cheerleaders Sharrye Johnson,
Chan Covington, Judy Moore, Ann
Bowers, Judy Hoodenpyle, and
Mary DeMyer. The squad is com-
posted of two seniors, two sopho-
mores and two freshmen.
Sharrye Johnson, a sophomore,
is the captain. This is her second
year as high school cheerleader,
but she served two years in junior
high. Sharrye is a member of Fu-
ture Nurses' Club and 4-H Club.
Chan Covington, senior, has been
a cheerleader for six consecutive
year - two years in junior high
and four years in high school. She
Is a member of Future Nurses'
Club, Honor Society, Future
makers of American and she is
Homemakers of America, and she
is als oon the Annual Staff for
1960-61.
Judy Moore, senior, is now ser-
ving her third year as high school
cheerleader. In junior high she
served one year. Judy belongs to
Future Nurses' Club, Future
Homemakers of America, Quill
and Scroll, and she serves on the
business staff of the KENNEL and
the staff of the 1960-61 annual.
Ann Bowers, sophomore, has
The cheerleaders take time out from yelling to watch the game.
just begun her first year of cheer-
leading. She is a member of 4-H
Club and Future Nurses' Club.
The freshmen class is represent-
ed by two girls, Judy Hoodenpyle
and Mary DeMyer. They are not
new at cheerleading, however.
Both girls were junior high cheer-
leaders for two years. Judy is a
member of 4-H Club and the KEN-
NEL staff. Mary is a member of
Future Homemakers of America
and 4-H Club.
All the cheerleaders attended a
clinic for cheerleaders at the Uni-
versity of Mississippi this summer.
They learned some new cheers
which they will be using to spur
the team to victory this season.
Fulton Gridders
Take Positions!
Ity Tommy Carney
This year's Bulldog team is one
of the strongest in recent years.
At the start of the season they
were co-favorites of the region
along with Murray.
Starting ends are Tommy Bow-
den and Don Burnette. Barry Bon-
durant and Jerry Lacewell will
also see service at this position.
There are four good tackles:
Lynn Craven. Duane McAlister,
Charles Rice and Jimmy Cheat-
ham. Rice and Cheatham are now
starting with the other two boys
playing relief.
Two good guards are Mike
Walker and Jim Bushart. Walker
calls the offensive plays for Ful-
ton. Bushart received honorable
mention for all-state last year.
After the injury to Carl Hurst,
John Hunter moved in and is do-
ing a good job. Kenneth Allen is
also playing this position.
Johnny Covington is the starting
quarter-back this year. With the
Injury of Joe Bennett early this
season, Covington took over the
quarter-back position and has
been running the club qqite well.
Terry Beadles has proven his
ability to run the ball club and
will probably play some this year.
Hal Warren is a sure starter as
one halfback but the other half-
back is a question. Since Lynn
Newton's injury, Joe Bennett has
been doing a good job. Either may
start. Last year's leading scorer
Bill Burnette is returning as full-
back this year. He is a good runner
and blocker.
The defense lineup is a little
different.
Starting ends are Tommy Bow-
den and Barry Bondurant. Don
Burnette may see action.
Defense tackles are expected to
be Jimmy Cheatham and Lynn
Craven.
Duane McAlister seems to have
the middle-guard job although
Mikey Call iham could play.
Backing up the line will be Jim
Bushart, Mike Walker and Tommy
Powell.
Johnny Covington, Lynn New-
ton, and Joe Bennett are expect-
ed to be in the safety position.
Fulton's chances for the regi-
onal title hinge on the Providence,
Murray and Morganfield games. A
victory in the Murray game would
almost assure Fulton of a regional
title.
C,lifornia's stile constitution
h .s been anit.nded nearly 400
times. Kentucky's has been
amended only 19 times because
only two amendments can be
submitted to the voters every
two years.
we pay
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First Industrial Plan
1r/ South 4th IN.
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Teachers To Attend
FDEA At Murray
On Friday October 14, teachers
from thirteen counties in Ken-
tucky will meet at Murray State
College for a meeting of the First
District Educational Association.
All teachers from Fulton will at-
tend. Barkley Jones, principal of
Mayfield High School, will preside
over the meeting. The main pro-
gram will be held in the auditor-
ium and departmental meetings
will be held in college classrooms
Special emphasis during the
meeting will be placed on the call-
ing of the State Constitution Re-
vision Convention.
All Fulton students will have a
one-day holiday, which will be
made up later in the year. The
only holidays which are not made
up are two holidays at Thanks-
giving, according to W. L. Holland,
Superintendent of Fulton City
Schools.
For all you people who are al-
ways complaining that your name
is never in the paper, we have
provided a space below for you.
Write your name!!!
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RADIO ARTS DIRECTOR
Leonard 0. Press. head of the
Department of Radio, Television,
and Films at UK, has requested
sabbatical leave for the 1960-61
academic year to study operations
and procedures at selected radio
and television stations throughout
the United States. He will return
to the University June 1, 1961.
The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 6, 196"
DR. DIFJIL WRITES CHAPTER
Dr. Charles F. Diehl, professor
of psychology and director the
Speech Center at the University of
Kentucky, is the author of a chap-
ter on 'Voice and Personality" in
a new book entitled Psychological
and Psychiatric Aspects of Speech
and Hearing.
Delegates to the proposed
constitutional convention in
Kentucky would be elected on a
non-partisan ballot.
Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color TElevision
Used TV Sets for Sale
Wood & Proiti TV
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Weed
300 Walnut Street
Phone 211
SERVICE
REPAIR
Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A saddled customer is sate
best teetimoidaL That Is
why we give you fast, saki-
ent, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to myths you
money!
Antennas Installed
Roper Television
306 Main Street Phone 307
FIFTH $455
PINT .......
HALF PINT —MI"
QUART
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HaViiti HILL
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
Bottled in Bond • 4 years old • 100 proof
Also available: HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 years old, 90 proof.
tiorTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARD.STOWN, NELSON.COUNTY. IENTUCKY
/dee/aemoied0t4e/
1ot new number in the LOW-PRICE HELD!
F:495-",
every inch an OLDSMOB/LE/
I-
,,,,
" - , •
Here's an all-new kind of car in the low-price field—more agile to drive, more economical to operate!
Sized to seat six in comfort! Not too big. . . not too small. . . just right for you! So sturdy and road-
sure you'll drive all day without tiring! Smooth and quiet in the Oldsmobile tradition!
Built for the buyer
who wants something better
in the low-price
• Exclusive aluminum Rockefte V-8 engine tuna out
a spiritord 155 h.p. • Hondy 188-inch length. • Easy.
riding 112-Inch wheelbase. • Sedans or Station
Wagons—ail with four big doors. • New Hydra-
Motic with Aecel-A-Rotor action (optional at extra
cost).• Big space inside ...for you and your luggage I
SEC YOUR LOCAL
AUTHORIZZO QUALITY DUALISM
Before you buy any low-priced car. .. be sure to see and drive the new F-85I
KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY 210 E. STATE LINE
TUNI IN MICHAll SNAYNI IVORY WIIK ON NBC-TVI
GIGANTIC SACRIFICE!
INVENTORY
CLEARANCE
URGENT NEED TO
CLOSEOUT ALL FACTORY
DISTRIBUTOR APPLIANCES
 
 
AND TELEVISIONS!
iMcaW
LOW
PRICES!
leavy production of 1961 model appliances and televisions rolling off Oro assembly lines end belng shipped In a constant
stream to G-E distributors has caused a warehousing problem due to heavy existing inventories of 1960 models. Therefore
we were able to buy at tremendous savings and now ... we pass this savings on to you, our customers, as as oxpressioo of
our appreciation for your past and continuing business.
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL NOVEMBER
G-E SLIM DESIGIAR TV
• Feu pewer transformer
• Set's forget elm control
• Up treat sound projection
• Wei/As just 39 rounds
Model M302
30" SPACEMAKER
• No-Drip Cook Top
• Focused Heat Broder ,
AKE NO PAYMENTS UNTIL NOVEMBER
G-E Economy Model Automatic Washer
• Family size capacity!
• Fully Automatic!
• GI Written Warranty'
• Porcelain tub and
porcelain washbasket!
• Simple to overate wash
controls'
$148.88
Buy Now and SAVE!
Maar WD 660T
189"
Modal SP 30V
Combination Washer-Dryer - Mobile Maid DISHWASHER
• 2 Illsehloss ki sae saves ended specs • Needs es iestalisten, rein so wheels
• lig holly sin capacity 
• Compact desige vii aideselts astral
• Fills estemade. drip dry entre! 
• Resigned fir mem waking perfusions
GOOD USED
1 General Electric Sink with Automatic Dishwasher and
Disposall
1 Used Automatic Washer
1 Used Wringer Washer
1 Used TV
$89.95
$69.95
$49.95
Fulion, Ky.
DIAL DEFROST REFRIGERATOR
A Clearance Special
• Fill vitdth freeze chest
• Fall width chiller tray
• 2 adjustable now slintose
• BigI Cr. ft. rapacity
LIBE A ERMS!
BUDGET PRICED
ELECTRIC DRYER
• Convenient counter height'
• All porcelain top!
• All porcelain basket!
•• Too serves as work arca!
, <
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$118.88
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